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A. HYPOTHBSIS. 
QiAPTER. I 
STATl!.Ml!NT OF PROBLEM 
Do people handle their difficulties poorly in 
three major, characteristic wa,s? It can be hypothesized 
that they .. , internaliae the difficulty whieh they faee, 
blame theaelves, evea "excoriate" the.selves. others 
ma, habitually act out, hlalliag other people for their 
troubles, aDd eve. take a •• ressive measures of psycho-
pathic proportions. Still others lIay run away from the 
difficulty or develop extreme anxiety in faCing a situ-
ation and even deny the reality of the situation, which, 
done conaistently e.GU,h, dem.ada that auch peraona live 
in a dream world. 
Such a hypotheais com.s very close to that of S. 
R.o.enawe i, (1934), who spe.1ta of: 
• • • the hope of di.coverin. a elassification of 
apperceptive types of conscious reaction to frus-
tration that will •• rve as the basi. for further, 
possibly experiMental, research. If the attempt 
is ude to describe the typical l'Ilodes of conscious 
reaction to frustration, one po.sible result is 
that .... arized in the accompanyi., table. 
I 
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Apperceptive types of conscious reaction to 
frustration: 
Bxtra- Intro- Im-
puaitive puaitive punitive 
Bmo- Allier and H_ili.tion Blabarras.meat 
tions indi,nation and pilt and ahame 
Judi- 81 .... other.: Bl •• es .elf: Condones: "It 
ments "You pl.yed "How could 1 couldn't be 
have done a helped. Let me dirt,. I'll 
,et you for thin, like that! by,ones be 
that. t. I'll aever for- bygones. 1t 
,ive .,.elf. tt 
However, in place of lloseazwei,'. u.e of".pper-
ception" and It .. morylt, the import.nce of estimation 
and the e.tlaativ. sense 1. here propo •• d, and in place 
of "frustration" the aore ,eneral .ituation of reaction 
to diffic"lties i •• et forth. The exeloration of "types 
of reaction" aDd of persons who characteri.tically 
react .0 that they develop a definite kind of person-
ality could be readily accompli.hed throu,h some sort 
of f.ctor analy.is. Guilford (1959) has shown aany 
po.sibilitie. of doia, Just this. Mea.ure. or tests 
.ufficient to re .. al the traits au.t be applied, aad, 
if three 01' more factor. are hypothe.ized, .cale. or 
aubtesta beyond the aumber of twelve m".t be applied. 
The measure. proposed for this analy.is are the MMP1, 
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the Herr-Kobler PGR Test, aDd the TAT scored in the 
Story Sequence Analysis. There are a number of scales 
available for the MMPI, but scales for TAT aDd H .. K 
PGR must be developed and put to work in accomplishing 
this factor analysis. The possibility of relatiD, the 
MMPI with the H-K POR, a physiolo,ically aeasured test, 
restsupoD the correlati .. established by the author 
in previous research (Master's Th •• i., Loyola U., 
1962). The TAT, a projective test, ia introduced to 
fill in area. of attitude aDd emotionality not easily 
discerDed and measured through MMPI and H-K PGR by 
th •••• l ..... 
Th. factor analy.i., to be complete, .. st ident-
ify the factor. a. well a •• eparate the. or locate them. 
The hypoth.si. propose. si.pl. structur. revealine three 
tYpes of maladJu.ted individuals. Such .a.r,in. struc-
ture will be a aila aDd aea.ur. of silBificance. Psy-
cholo" th.ory underlyia, the analysis play. a command-
inl role ift JUldia, this process of identification of 
factors. Caee ideatified or It'aterpretec.ttf , the factors 
ouillt to apply in ,reat.r or l •• ser extent to the sub-
Ject. t.sted. Workin, with .ach factor, one at a time, 
throu,h ODe or two scales loaded ill the factor, a dis ... 
criainaat analysis can be rua to order or .core each 
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and every subject, in reference to the factor and its 
"intensity". The discriminant function take. all the 
scales aDd all the subjects into consideration in assign-
in, the I scores. Pour ti.e. run, usinl each of the 
four factors, the r.sults would make up the be.innin,. 
of a multi-dimen.ional scalin,. aDd should help answer 
the question eone.rnin, the position of an, one subject 
or her location in the au1ti-di •• nsional apace. 
The .tep., in brief, are (1) th.ory concernin. 
hypoth •• ized p.r.ona1it, types and factors; (2) liter-
atur. coneerain, the battery of t •• ts •• lect.d for u •• , 
with th. particular .cal •• of adYaata,. in factor analy-
aisl (3) methodolo" coneerain, the factor analy.is and 
discriainant function a. applicable to the dat.; aDd 
(4) the re.ults aad their .',nifle.nee. 
B. PERSONALITY'l'HBCIlY ULAnD TO HYPOl"KBSIS 
1. Punction of Theory 1. Science 
Since the objective of this r •••• rch is th.t of 
verifyin, •• v.r.l hypoth ••••• ad of relatin, theae to 
a 1I0re ,en.r.l th.or" the .tate ... t of ju.t wh.t is 
meant by the or, haa r.al si,.ifieanc.. The author wholl 
I intend to quote haa discu.sed this question of th.ory 
rep •• tedly aad in ,re.t det.il. Spe.ki., of aethod in 
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science, he mentions that it is "both a method of dis-
covery and a method of reasoning and verification.1t 
The latter, or method of proof, must be distinsuished 
as proof of facts, of laws, aDd of theories. "Proofs 
of fact have a peculiar position in scieace; for it is 
not so much the occurrence of • single event that is 
to be proved, but rather of the event as instance of 
a type, aDd of this kind of iact the e.siest sort of 
proof is another event of the sa .. type." He goes on 
to say that t~e proof of a ,.aeral law can only be the 
inductive reasoain. and generalization that led to its 
original formulation, or some repetition of that rea-
soning." (Klubertanz, 1955). 
Note the nature of scientific theory. It does 
not ari.e from facts distinct froll1 tho •• which 
,ive rise to the laws. The process is not one 
of ,eDeraIizatioa, even thoulh a theory always 
is very general and inclusive. Nor is the 
theory illduCN frOli the fact. or the laws. It 
is constructed aDd imposed on the laws and 
facts. 'irst of all, a theory is the product of 
a creative ill1a,ination; sOIIeone had to ima,ine 
the uaiverse ia a leoceatric pattern, aad endow 
the enclosed space with inherent characteristics 
.... that of beia, "hoae" for a certaia kilJd of 
body. This ill1a,e or aodel was then employed to 
unify the various facts aad laws already known 
about the location and. movements of bodies. 
The theory bad to be internally consistent; for 
example, the natural presence of earthy matter 
away from the center could DDt be allowed. 
Without consistency a theory cannot even be 
conceived as a pos.ible explanation. In ad-
dition to internal consistency, three relations 
are necessary_ (1) The theory must take account of all 
the relevant data and laws. 
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(2) Its relation to experience and/or 
experiment has to be able to be clearly pointed 
out (the "epiatellic relation" of Mar,enau (5). (3) It has to be fruitful, in the .ense 
that it caa su"eat new observations and experi-
•• ats, and pr.dict result •••• 
A sci.ntific th.ory is a rational explanation 
of observed fact, such that, if the theory be 
,ranted, the data follow by way of 1 •• ically 
necessary implieation (6). This explanation 
aa, be a aod.l Which is drawn froll oth.r ar.as (of experi •• c. or reason), an abstract symbol, 
an operational definition, or a r.al trai~ se-
lected aa a clue to other characteristics. These 
"explanatory" factors are coasidered by the aind 
to be the originatin, sauree of the obaerved 
behavior, experiaental r.sults, classifiable 
aillilaritie., etc. The purpose of such a con.-
structed factor ie to provide an int.lli,ibl. 
explanation, to unify lar,e ...... of data, and 
to stillulate and predict ••• (Klubertanz, 1955). 
2. Hierarchical Per.onality TheorYl Ey •• nclt and 
Oa.son. 
Relyin, on the distinctioDs of the foregoin, 
discussion, we will aake bold to say that our general 
att •• pt in psycholol1 is to attain a p.rinoetic or 
eapiriolo,ical knowledge of the personality. 
'-rsonality is an abstract word .. aninI that by 
which a per.on is a person. Per.on, philosophically 
coa.id.red, is a suppoait which has a rational nature. 
PersoRality, philosophically considered. is the act of 
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exist in. exercised by (and proportioned to) an indi-
vidual possessin, a rational or intellectual nature. 
Psychololieal peraonality is a ,roup or aemory-system 
of experiences, attitudea, aad ideas linked together 
by posaible recall aDd related to present aetual ex-
perience •• 
The value aDd function of thia p.ychololieal 
evidence (from analysis of ftapli t Personali tyf1 , 
personality chan ... after certain il1neas •• or 
injuries, and the experience of distraction and 
conflict) is that the unity of man i. to be found 
at two levels. By beinl born with a human 
nature, a man has aubetantial uaity. But that 
unit, is such as to perait a certain multipli-
city of action, attitude, .. ma., and .0 forth. 
A .an aay progress toward Ir.ater unity of life 
aDd action, he .. , relr ••• toward ,reater multi-
plicit,. Therefore, coaplete unity is an ideal 
of a mature character, not aiaply ... ething 
given u. by nature. (Klubertanz, 19S3). 
A couple formulationa of ,eneral personality 
theory are now in place, to be followed by aeveral 
experiential foraulations. 
3. Braenet'a Four Levels. 
Eyaenek (1960), leavin. behind his earlier system 
as related in Hall & Lindzey (1957), and discussing 
"levels of personality, constitutional factors. and 
social iJlfluoac.s,u inte,rat.s constitutional factors, 
learnin, theory aDd personality theory into a stratified 
ayatem in which there are four main levels, all con-
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ceived as being casually related to each other in hier-
archical order. 
Level I, the moat fundamental, is physiologically 
determined; refers to so.e constitutional property of 
the individual's neryous syst ... 
LeYel 2, is that of observable experimental 
(laboratory) phenomena, such as eyeblink conditioning 
or figural after-effects. 
Level 3, is that of objectively obs.rvable pri-
mary personality traits, such as sociability and activity. 
Level 4, is that of obaervable attitudinal phe-
nomena, such as ethnocentrism aDd hedoni ••• 
This for.ulatioD of Bysenek points towards that 
hierarchical system indicated in the next paragraphs. 
4.. Gasson: "CoHclous" and ''The Normal". 
'or a succinct summary of a personality theory 
which will be us.ful for the asse.s.ent of MMPI, TAT 
and PGR test results, and from which questions may be 
drawn for the examining of pos.ible relationships, 
Gasson'. (19'4) contribution stands forth: 
we ha .. endeavored to work out a theory which 
is coaprehensl .. aDd will apply to the behavior 
of ordinary human bein,s who are psychologically 
well, though it also provides so.e account of 
the behavior of persons who are psychologically 
not well. Our primary hypothesis has been that 
powers aDd capacitiea of the human bein, are 
natiYely deailned to work in harmony aad order 
to brinl the peraon to that condition of develop-
ment and self-realizatioD that is proper to each 
sin,le individual; second, that these powers 
are active in character aDd are not merely 
ca.ponents of a passive reactive aystem; and 
third, that the huma. beia, is aelf-deter.ined 
and .. st attain the ,oal 0 perfect self-actual-
ization by deliberate control and direction of 
hiaself aDd his actiyities. we did not adopt 
these hypotheses arbitrarily. They are the re-
sult of scieatitlc Oba.ryation, personal and 
hi.torical, of haaa. bei.,s i. action. 
He be,ias the fcr.-lation: 
• • • by .. kia, explicit the concepta that 
ca.pri.e our basic aysteaatic outlook • • • 
Our first postulate is that of episteaolo,ical 
realis., a moderate and i ... 'iate realisa. • • 
we can find it justified elsewher. and so ne.d 
not e.tablish its valldit, h.re. • • Our aecond 
••• is that the person is an ori,lnal uait, 
that ia, a sin,le undivi'ed aubatance, distinct 
from other substantial uaits in the universe. • • 
Third, we aaintain that the human person is 
different ia kind fro. other liYin, orlani ••• , 
BOt a.relI aore COMplicated or aore hl,hly 
different ated. • • We suppose, th.n, that there 
i. aa e.sentlal differ .... between .poDtsneity 
&ad a.lf-deter.inatioa ••• tastly, we .. aume 
that the lower order. of or,aaization are pr.aent 
i. hleher or.ania.. virtually but not actually 
or foraally. 
S ... ary .f Major Th.or.tical Propositiona: 
1. pa1CholoficallY~ p.rsonality is the pat-
terned total tI of huaan powers, activitiea 
and habit., un qu.l, orfanizad by tbe person 
in the aetive pura.it 0 hi •• elf-ideal, and 
revealed In hia behavior. 
2. The capacltie. or power. of a human bein, 
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are hierarchical aDd active in nature; UpOD 
presentation of their specific object, they are 
capable of initiatia, action. 
3. The active nature of these powers impels aDd 
urges the per.on (when the nece.sary conditions 
are provided) aot only to be active in pursuin, 
their specific objectives but also to do .0 in 
an ordered aDd coordinated way. The function 
aDd nature of iapulse aDd urge are uncon.cious. 
thou,h they can become known by foraal reflec-
tion and rea.oDia,. 
4. aaaan power. have a bimodal way of natural 
actioa: toward posses.ion of external reality, 
aDd toward actuation of the self by stabilizin, 
pos.e •• ioDS, heace in their integrated action 
the, couti tute a Datura1 teadeacy in the per.on 
toward poa •••• ion and toward self-actuation in 
po ••••• lon. 
5. Th. prla. factor in iatelrated action i. the 
will. or the capacity of self-determined action. 
Like the other capaciti.s, it ha.8 a natural and 
unconscious way of actin,. Por fully integrated 
personality t th.re m.st be active and deliberate 
ordering not only of CODcrete actions but also 
of the total behavior pattern. 
6. The rationale of this order i. the self-ideal. 
1. Por proper intelratioD, the •• 1f-ideal aa 
it i. must approximate closely the self-ideal 
a. it ouJllt to be for any ,ivea iadiv!dual; if 
it does not, there will be internal disturbance 
which may be called coaflict. 
8. The externally pe~c.ptible o~,aniz.tion of 
a p.~soa's activities, habit. add powers, as 
the, ,0 toward a s.l£-ldeal, is called the 
personallt, structure. 
9. At the root of this structure there ia 
unity, not conflict. lapulse, hei,htened to 
ur,e, aake. it po.aible for the person to deal 
with a difficulty, whether internal or external. 
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10. Conflict arises from inconsistent choice, 
or fro. incOllpatibility of the chosen ,oal with 
the natural order of thin,s. This incompati-
bility .ay not be reco,nized. or it .ay be 
reeo,aized but aot connected with the distur-
bance. Only i. this .en •• can p.ycholo,ical 
conflict be called uncoftScioua. 
S. Three Dia.uio.al TheOS'y. 
Ravin, talked of personality aDd an over-all 
definitioa aDd havin, outlined a .eaeral theory of 
persoRalit" the possibility of layin. out a three 
diaeuioaal Sch.... with the "aor •• l tt personality in 
the lar,. centr.l .re •• occurs to this writer throu,h 
• s .... r.,. of Cleckley (1960). This three dimensional 
fora.l.tio. does not differ ,re.tly from Rosenzwei,'s 
(1934) propos.l for three .pperceptive types of con-
scious re.ction to frustr.tion alread, mentioned. 
In the American Handbook of Psychi.try. Cleckley 
h.s ,iven • clear picture of the psychop.th, .nd .t the 
end of hia article be la,s down this three-fold class-
ific.tiolll 
If .. ana beeame available of Obtainin, adequate 
control over ps,chopatha who plaial, show them-
selves not fitted for unrestricted freedom in 
the social group, it would be possible to set up 
facilities specifically desi,ned to deal with 
their probl..... Our lar,. state and federal 
psychiatriC institutiOns, or,anized for the 
treataent of patie.ts PlIChOtiC i. the tradi~ 
tional sense. are not we 1 .a.pted to handle the 
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psychopath. The numerous private hospitals 
primarily designed for the needs of ,SYChOneU-
rotic patients lack tbe .eans of res rainIn, 
Elm aDd are unable to deal adequately with the 
proble.s be creates. The establishment of 
institutiona primarily for ,slChoeaths would 
not be advisable until lega means of control-
liR, them are available. The expense of building 
aDd operatiRI specialized inatitutions of this 
sort would be lar,e. There i. 100d reason to 
believe, however, that it would be far less than 
what the psychopath ia costin, the public today. (Cleckley, 1960). 
Psychotic I , 
Impunitive 
~",'I"",,~ 
, , 
Psychoneurotic,' \ Psychopathic (Cleckley) 
I , '\ \ I , 
, \ 
, ~. 
I , 
, , l .. _____ J _ ___ .,_ .. _______ ~ 
lntropunitive Extrapunitive (Roaenzweig) 
R.He Spiepl, M.D. f in The Aauican Handbook of 
Psychiatn, aakes an analysis of tbree types of active 
states, based on bel' experience with abnorm.ls: 
Tbe manic patient, atate Lewis aDd Piotrowski. 
"abllor6.11 the world around him passionately, n 
whereas the hyp_rlctiv. schizTihrenic "more 
or le •• ipores t e world. f. e manIc patient, 
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however, despite his verbal flow. does not relate 
to others as receiver of their communication, and 
he tends to iapose his verbal communication on 
others. In these respect. hi. interpersoaal COll-
aunieation is faulty. Nor does he .ubjeet his 
thinkin, or lan,ua,e to the scrutiny of jud,meat 
- - a defect in relatedness to hi.self. In 
afitated depr ••• ioa the person is absorbed in a 
• hlll.tlc preoccupation which cut. bi. off from 
free relatedne.a to the world. other people, and 
hi.self. Whetber or not his verbal production 
i. accelerated, it is bardly a free exchange with 
other., the syabolis., wbether expr •••• d in sub-jective or projected t.rm., ia nihilistic. In 
both the manic pbase and alitation, e.pathic .x-
chan,e is diai.isbed, perhaps even more than in 
simple retardation. (Spielel, 1960) 
Alitated 
depression 
(a) 
Hyperactive 
(ac) 
Mastic 
eM) 
(Spiegel) 
Horney (1945) conte1ld. that ttthe coDilict born of 
incoapatible attitudes co.stitut.s the core of .eurosi. 
and therefore d.s.rves to be called ba'ic." "In each 
of these three attitudes (n.urotic), one of the e1ea.nta 
involv.d in basic anxiety is oy.re.phasized helplessnes8 
in the fir8t, hostility ia the aecond, and. isolation 
in the third." 
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~ Away from people 
Toward people Against people 
~'--~--------------------~~--~' 
(Horney) 
6. Arn~1d: •• otion '011 .. in, Isti.ation. 
ArRold (1960) discus.e. three reactive dimensions 
em.r,in, from a physiolo,ically baaed Harvard study: 
The most promisin, examples of the s.cond type of 
aeasure •• nt are the studi •• of Punkenetein, King 
and »rolette (1953), and of Ax (1951) ••• Th.se 
investigators measured a number of physio10,ieal 
chana.s durin, "an.er out" (anler), "anger in" (.elf-bla •• ), aad "anxiety" (fear). Thes. were 
eeauln •• MOtions aroused wh.n the subj.cts fouad 
th .... l ••• unable to .01ve a .eri.s of difficult 
probl ••• aDd the experi ••• ter berated them for 
their poor perforaaace. Tbe phy.iolo,ical changes 
Included cha .... In heart rate, bal1i.tocardiogr .. , 
blood pre •• ure, fin.er and face temperature, aDd 
the like. There waa a clearly different pattern 
of phy.iol0ftical chan,e. in each of the three 
e.otio... 'Anger in" showed the saM change. as 
"anxiety", oaly in milder fora, While uang.r out" 
showed chaD,es in the opposite direction. Sinc. 
so.e of the _n characteristically reacted to 
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ambiguous situationa with anler while others tended 
to blaae the.aelve. aDd .till others became appre-
hensiye, theae studies alao de.onstrate that there 
are habitual latterns of e.otional reactIon that 
are character atlc lor a flven IndIvIdual. The 
typIcal reactIon 01 neuro Ics was tear tUanxietytt). 
A 
Anxiety 
(Funke •• tein, King & Drolette) 
7 .. Three »iaeuional Domain Throulh the Battery 
of '.si •. 
In the section on Psycholo.ical aea.arch Related to 
"'otiOll, Arnold continue •• 
Since •• otioaa iulu.nce rational appraisal and 
action, the judpent a peraon uke. and the atti-
tude. he d.velop. will iacbtde eliotional factors: 
personality testa of various kinds will tap emo-
tioul diflereaces. But the individual differences 
in the e.otiou described or expressed will neces-
sarily be Ie •• iaportant for personality .valu-
ation tha. the wal in which theX are Inte&rated 
into actioa.. Ita not nearly so Important to 
alscover ",liether a aan feels an,er or fear or 10ye 
than it 1. to find out what arouses his ire, what 
makes him afraid, and wbat kindles his enthusiasm, 
and finally, to see to what actions th.s. eaotions 
inspire him. Such data can b. obta;ned through 
que.tionnaire methods, 11k. the MMP~ or the Bell 
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adjustment tests, which are sufficiently accurate 
for diagnosis of maladjustment or neurosis. But 
to predict and, still better, to understand an 
individual's actions, to discover the motives 
behind his action, projective tests are far more 
adequate. (Arnold, 1960). 
In keeping with these formulations of hierarchical 
and three dimensional theory, a factor analysis is ap-
propriate, and in keepin, with the specific three di-
mensioual system outlined, the MMPI is used to fit and 
test Cleckle,'s and Horney's dtaensiona, the H-K PGR 
is employed to check out Ax's,and Punkea.stein, King 
and Drol.tte's di .. ns~ons, and a projective test, the 
TAT, is brou,ht in to meet Rosenzwei,'. and Arnold's 
criteria. This battery would appear appropriate to 
help aap the domain hypothesized. 
To continue and conclude the discussion of ex-
periential formulations within personality theory, 
Welsh, Cattell and Guilford will be mentioned. Dahl-
strom & Welsh (1960) present this summary: 
Welsh'. A 
In fils review of the factor studies carried out 
before 1954, Welsh (1956b) pointed out that all 
analyaes had identified at least two _in sources 
of variance runnin, throu,h the basic clinical 
scales on the MMPI. In hi. own work, the first 
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major source of variance was identified as factor 
A, having high loadings from seales 7 (Pt) and 
8 (Se) aDd hi,h but negative loadings froa the K 
seale. This source of variance (not identified 
in Diamond's ap~iori analysis of the clinical 
syndromes used in derivin, the MMPI) appears to 
be personal discomfort or distress. Welsh described 
it as aaxlety, or feneral emotIonal uyset. Some 
writers Ce.,. Morr s, I9.'} working w th mean pro-
filea of diagnostically heterogeneoua groups have 
indicated that the only source of variance in the 
NMPI profile is a general degree of disturbance. 
Pro. the per.aaiveness of the variance in factor 
A, it appears likel, that averafin, out other 
variations in such ,roup eompar sons will leave 
onl, this variation in the mean profiles. Welsh 
devised his A seale (aee Appendix 1) to measure 
this source of personalit, variance. 
Welsh's R 
Wilsh labeled the second source of variance that 
he identified in tie &asie seales of the MMPI as 
factor R. This factor also .eemed to correspond 
clo.ely to the findin,_ of previous workers. The 
first three _cales 1, 2 and 3, all showed mod ... 
erate loadin,s on factor a, with scale 9 having 
a MOderate but ne,atiYe loadin,. This source of 
variance appeared to relate to a dependence upon 
mechanisms of denial and rationalization and to 
a lack of effectIve self-lnsl,6'. Ixeept for 
DlamoDd's InclusIon of 16e p.ycSast'enia coapo-
nent, this combination re •• ables his grouping 
labeled '·social dependenc,". Welsh developed the 
R seale to .. asure this second-factor variance. 
Excellent confirmation for the work of welsh in 
his factoring of the co .. oo matrix aDd his devel-
opment of the factor scale. bas recently come 
froa the findings of Kassebaum, Couch allCl Slater (19S9). Workin, with an elderly population in a 
gerontolo,ical project in New England, they inter-
correlated the score. from a list of 32 seales 
of the MMPI including the A and R scales. In 
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their rotation to simple structure they found that 
the A scale had the third hi,hest loadin, (exceeded 
only by scales 1 aDd 8) and by far the purest 
pattern of loadings on the first factor. The R 
scale, si.ilarly. h4ld its hiBhest loadin, on the 
secoad factor, with only trivial loadin,s on two 
other factors. (These writers interpreted the R 
scale as introversion. howe_r. rather than re-
pre •• ion.' Additional support is found in a study 
by fisher (1951) of .ale V.A. patients in the 
medical and psychiatric wards. In this analysis 
both the A and R scale. were virtually independent 
and relatively pure aeasurea of two pervasive 
sources of variance UOD, the basic MMPl' scales. 
By aeans of A and I. scale combiutions, Welsh (1956b) has shown tllat ,roups caD be foraed with 
coftSiderable homo,eneity in code and profile 
patte .. u. This homo,eneity reflects the amount of 
variaaee in the basic scales the.selves that is 
__ ar ized in these two scales. However t there 
re .. iDs a lar,e a.GUllt of impOl'tant variation in 
each of the clinical scales that is common to SOllIe 
but not all tbe other scale. ill the test. These 
sources of variatioa cannot be i,Dored in the 
utilization and interpretation of the regular MMPI 
profile. Soae preliminary wol"k Oil these additional 
source. of variaace has been carried out by Welsh 
in the derivation of the factor scales C and P. 
further in .. sti,atioa of the nature of these source. 
of variation requires the addition to tbe factor 
matrix of carefUlly .elected variables that relate 
to particular criterion eharacteristics of the 
scale but bear little relationship to other com-
pODents of the basic MMPI scale •• 
Welsh's C 
Wils6 (1954) developed .. control 8ca1. usin, a 
method that reseables in 80 .... ys the cluster-
analytic approach used 'by Block. Welsb, bowever, 
ellPloyed aore formal factor-analytic methods in 
his original treatment of tbe dimensional analysis. 
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He then used eases selected for their specific 
score patterns in forming extreme groups on this 
dimension aDd carried out an item analysis &s 
he did for his A and R factor scales. The third 
factor scale he labeled lack of control (see the 
e scale in Appendix I) alier examInation of its 
patterns of factor loadin,s from other clinical 
scales and from initial clinical data on cases 
scorin, at the extr •• es of the C scale distri-
bution. 
Welsh'. PouJ."th Pactor 
Tie fourth lactoJ." scale of Welsh (1954) was 
establIsh" in a series of steps from the scales 
most typically reflect in, psychoticism (see the 
discussion of configural patterns below), that 
is, seales 4, 6 aDd 8. Prom facto. loadings, 
item content and other preliminary findings on 
this seale. welsh labeled this dimension psy-
choticis. (see the P scale in Appendix I). Al-
though additional work on this seale is needed 
in its clinical validation, the P scale also 
appears to be • pro.isinl index of contact with 
realitl· 
The value of R can be used to evaluate the ex-
pression of irritation, insecurities and the 
like. In combination with the A scale, it can 
provide insight into the degree of the subject's 
disturbance and his characteristic manner of 
showi_. these feelin,s. (Dahlstrom & welsh, 
1(60). 
Cattell (1962) has found two second-order factors 
at work within hi. "16 P.JI. Test". The first is anx-
iety vs. inte,ration, and the second is Introversion-
Extraversion. The name introversion is also called 
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general schizothymia. 
It will be observed that the anxiety hysteria 
syndrome see as to be essentially a profile high 
on the factors found in the second-order anxiety 
factor. It is thus indistinguishable a8 a 
trait-'_oa high anxiety as a state though aux-
ilIary clinical evidence will doubtless sbow 
the difference of anxiety hysteria from auiety 
.. urosis, aDd of both fro. situational anxiety. 
The ,.aeral superiority of objective and ana-
lytical measures of this kind in clinical diag-
nosis aDd therapy over intuitive, non-quanti-
tative .. thads alone, has been conclus!vely 
showa by such clinical researchers as Meehl 
(19'4) aDd Bysenck (1953). However, the use 
of factor-definite anxiety and neuroticis • 
.. asures is alto,ether too recent for any ran,e 
of clinical find .,. to have reached publications. 
(Cattell It Stice, 19S1 &: 1962). 
By an analysis of the parts ,oin, into the struc-
tures of personality factors, the anxiety factor of 
Cattell would better correspond, it would seem, wj.th 
Welsh's R (introversion) factor than with his A, or 
anxiety factor. A,ain, the ,eneral schizothyme or 
introversion factor of Cattell would ,0 better with 
the A aDd P factors of Welsh than with the R (repres-
sion or introversion) factor. Probably the extrover-
sion and the lack of control factors of each would 
go together .. 
R.&------- C 
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8. The Pactor Model of personalitl_ 
Guilford (1959), who say. that "personality can 
be defined a. a person's unique pattern of traits," 
and that 'fa trait i. any relatively enduring way in 
which a person differs from others,ft has written a 
whole book on Personality froll the factor-analytic 
viewpoint. In the Preface he say.: ttAs a single, 
lo,ic.l model for unifying the fact. of individual 
differences, there is at present no rival to the model 
provided by factor theory • • • The factor model lends 
itself also to the development of a ,eneralized picture 
of personality structure for indiv~uals. The picture 
of personality a •• hierarchy of traits is presented 
in Chapter S. t. 
Guilford mention. a difficulty: 
The dimensions often have psycho1o,ical sig-
nificance as variables of some sort. If a 
factor fits into such a system it is believed 
to have superior clai. to psychological 
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meaningfulness. 
Such systems a1ao give ua glimpses of personality 
structure. factor analysis has thus far revealed 
a multitude of basic variables of individual 
differences, aDd this multitude of factors is 
beginning to take shape in terms of logical 
systems. We have no very good way of estimating 
the amount of correlation between factor vari-
ables, but this is an important step if we are 
to develop a picture, based upon empirical 
evidence, of the general structure of personality 
in a population. Snatches of such information 
are given ia the last five chapters. 
Type level 
Priury Trait 
level 
Hexis level 
Specific action 
level 
Dia,ram showing how personality 
structure can be conceived as a 
hierarchy of tratea at different 
levels of generality. (Guilford, 
1(59) 
e.g. 
S - socia ... 
bility 
A - ascen-
dance 
I ... confi-
dence 
N - composure 
o - objectiv-
ity 
- social ad-justment 
B - •• otional 
adjustment 
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At which level in the hierarchy do the obtained 
factors belong? This question has not been ,iven 
sufficient consideration in previous investiga-
tions. Earlier discussions have favored the 
logical association of factors and primary 
traits, because in the majority of factor-
analytic investigations, the experimental vari-
ables have been at tbe hexis level. This 
statement implies a general principle. Pactors 
will ordinarily be at the level Just above tbe 
level of tbe descriptive variables that are 
intercorrelated. Traits like alpha and beta 
would arise froa analysta of me.aurements taken 
at the primary-trait level. We have in the 
flaure above only • ae,.ent of the total per-
sonality structure. There is probably at least 
one level above what is called the type level 
here. Some correlation between alpha aDd beta 
is auggested by the fact that they share one 
lDdlcator, priaary trait I. Tbere might be 
still other primary traits also shared by alpha 
and beta, not represented in the picture. 
The consequence of all this is that factors 
reported in the literature a.y be at different 
levels in the hierarchy. By.enck, who h.a 
concentrated his analyses on such broad traits 
aa aeurotic!s., psychoticia. and introversion-
extraversion, arrives at factors that are even 
above the alpba alld beta level. Cattell, who 
haa used experiaental variables at different 
levels in his analyses, bas arrived at factors 
at various levela, thou,h they probably tend to 
be at tbe level of types alpba a.nd beta. One 
dan,er of confusion arises fro. the use in the 
a •• e analysis of experimental variables from 
differeat levels in the hierarchy, wbich makes 
the results difficult to interpret. (Guilford, 
1959). 
Guilford concludes his book with a chapter con-
cerning dimenaiou of pathololl, tbe s\UllDary of which 
is worth reporting: 
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Experience in dia,nosin, patients in the tra-
ditional no.olo,ical categories shows a rather 
unsatisfactory state of affairs. Discriminations 
between nor.al individuals and pathological in-
dividual. reflect great variations in standards 
of normality and pathololY. Classification of 
patients in different cate,ories of pathology 
shows considerable disagree.ent among dia,nos-
ticians, except for the use of the grossest 
distinctions. Such a .tate of affairs calls 
for more rigorous metbods of re-examining the 
traditioDal cate,orie. of pathology_ The nat-
ural approach is throu,h the atudy of concomitance 
of symptoms, which .e.as intercorrelational 
studies of syaptoaa. Pactor analysis has in-
dicated many 98rified di .... ion. of both neu-
roaia aDd paychoais, at different level. of 
ca.plexity. 
At hi,her le .. ls of complexity the traditional 
neurotic disorders of neurasthenia, compulsion 
neurosis and conversion hysteria have been sup-
ported. other cU.aenaions of .eurosis have been 
indicated at lower levels of complexity. includ-
in, neurotic inadequacy. neurotic emotionality, 
neurotic anxiety, neurotic hostility. and neu-
rotic sexual conflict, plus a pair of p.ycho-
somatic disorders of cardiovascular reaction 
and lastrointe.tinal reaction. The usefulness 
and significance of a proposed over-all neu-
rotic-tendency dimenaioD are still to be de-
termined. 
AIlon, the less coaplex p.ychotic variables we 
bave three i8volvin, cognitive symptoms pri-
.arily -- disorienta*ion, hyperprojection, and 
paranoid disposition~, we find four variables 
inVOlviaf primarily •• otional symptoms --
hyperexc tability, psychotic depression, psy-
chotic anxiety aad hyperirritability. A primarily 
psychomotor disorder ia catatonia. Some of 
these dimensions exhibit pictures .oaewhat 
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parallel to corresponding dimensions of neurosis. 
Psychotic dillensions of somewhat broader scope 
include schizophrenic dissociation and deter-
ioration. Still more complex syndromes corres-
pond fairly well with traditional categories 
of pathololY - ... paranoid schizophrenia, hebe-
phrenic schizophrenia and catatonic schizophren-
ia -- all of which combine the syudrolle of 
schizophrenia dissociation with other syndromes 
of like complexity. Also recognized at the 
hiaher level at complexity are mania and bi-
polar variable called, intrOjection vs. projection. 
The hypothesis of an over-all psychotic dis-
position which extends into the normal popula-
tion, like that for a ,eneral neuroticis .. , still 
needs to be examined. The point of view of this 
volume haa been a,aiut the idea of exteneling 
pathological variables into the normal popula-
tion. Instead, it proposes the extension of 
descriptive variables (involvements of some of 
the patterns of primary trait. in SOllIe of the 
syndromes of patbololY have been pointed out) 
of the normal population into pathological 
groups. thus accounting to a large extent for 
their syndrOlles.(Guilford, 1959). 
9. frustration Theory aDd Estimation. 
Reactions in difficult situations, or "frustration 
theory", is undergoin, much criticism and inducing 
considerable res.arch. Maier (1956) mentions some of 
the recent extensions of frustration theory: 
Usin, stressful and frustrating situations, 
Jost, Ruilman, Hill. Qulo (1952) were able 
to differentiate between the autonomic reactions 
of hypertensive patients and a norol control 
group. Jurko, Jost & Hill (1952) also obtained 
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Significant differences in ~siological measures between 
non-patient, peychoneurotic and early paranoid schizo .. 
phrenic group.. The authors pretsent evidence favoring 
Wferenee. in patterns of discharge between the groups, 
and suggest the concept of levels of energy discharge. 
PsychoB.eurotica tend to show hyperadaptation, whereas 
8chilopbreniCS show dis-adaptation. Ihe,r used the Rosenz-
weig Pioture Frustration Test to produce the emotional 
change.. The.. studies are eugge.th-. in that they reveal 
that persons sutfering from emotional problems .how p~io­
lOC1calq different reactions to frustration than normaJ.s. 
III an earlier .t~, Sm.man &. Jost (194) had found 
~ai010gical .... urea to be auttici.ntl¥ unique to aerve 
a diagnoatic purpose. Jost (19»)), as _11 as Solomon &. 
Wynne (19S4).. stress.s the notioa that the autonomic 
tunotions u:r 1nt1ue~. h1&her neural centers by' some 
feedback _chani_. rl:da type of con .. ol over higher centera 
would a_ to be oonsistent with fruatration t heo1"7, and 
.tudies along this line should lead to further developaent 
and retinement 01.' the theory. 
Sarpnt (1948) has oriticized Rosenzweig's use ot frustration, 
tntt also pra1Ma hiJU 
Mon \baa &D7. other interpreter of trustration, Rosenzweig 
stre •••• the iJRportance of both emotional and "appercfJp-
ti.,..- or judpental tactors. I teel, however, that h. has 
macI.e the latter too consciou.. AcoOl"d1.nc to .,. D1Potheais 
there is a continuoual¥ operatiDg, relatiTel7' unconscious 
perceptual proce .. whioh IIIQ' be oalled"de.tining the situa-
tion. 1t 
Following Sargent's lead, the "difficult aituation" ia stresa-
ed, giv:1.Da .. broader acope to the theory proposed than that for 
"frustration" .. s such. In pl.&c. of the "perceptual" process which 
...,. be called "defining the situation," the cognitive prooess called 
neatimation" or appraisal 1s alleged, as was mentioned on the first 
page. While such a process was mentioned by Arist-otle and developed 
by ATic.ana and AQUinas, Arnold (1960) has been the foremost propon-
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ent ot its function and importance. Thus, it the hypothesis or 
these three major per.onality tendencies is confirmed, the obvious 
questioR to tollow should be, ~ do thq react this way?", and 
the estillati.,.. process would be brought into the explanation. 
10. s-arz 
Tu utiCA ot tripartite division bHanes prominent ill the 
comparati .... stud¥ ot ·abnormal psychology" theorists and. experi ... 
• nter.. Rosenzweig t s sucgestion ot conscious types in the reaction 
to trutfttion depends upon h1s vide range ot uperience and his care-
.tul development of theoJ7. His is a phenomenological approach. The 
stud;y of reaction types through characteristic emotional response is 
senaible, but what is noteworthy' is his emphasis upon the appercep-
tive t1P8. That. la, the appetetive or emotional is seen as bued 
upcm the parson's cognitive structuring ot the situation. Avould 
appear that his trlpartition baa 1.neluded the major and necessary 
diat1JlotioDS, and baa also exhausted the posaibUit1ea. Thus, his 
Ifarmchair" theory becomes the more specific uplanatOJ7 s.t which 
18 to be .,..rified in this dissertation. 
REVITsW OF THE LITERATURE: THE TEST BATTERY 
A. THE TAT STORY r;BQUmOE ANALYSIS 
Murra.y's (1943) Thematic Apperception Test shares, 
with the Rorscha.ch, the status of being the first of the 
pro jecti ve tests. This test has been used more widely 
than other story construction techniques and has served 
as a model for the development of others. 
The materials for the TAT consist of nineteen 
cards with vague, black and white piotures and one blank. 
Murray and the Harvard PS1chologioal Clinio staff suggest 
that tlle subject be instructed to make up a story to fit 
each picture, telling what led to the event, describing 
what happens at the moment (what the characters are 
thinking and feeling) t and giving the outcome .Wi th 
the blank card, the subject is to Ims.gine some event 
and fit a story to it. 
In interpreting TAT stories, the examiner first 
determines who is the "hero, fI the character of 
either sex with whom the subject has presumably 
identified himself. The content of the stories 
is then analyzed RrinciPtally in reference to 
~1urray's list of 'needs I and "press." 
(Anastasi, 1961) 
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A mo dified TAT technique is that 0 f the "Story 
Sequenoe-Analysis. II The subjeot is instruoted to write 
a plot and outcome for each oard. The stories, kept in 
proper sequenoe, are scored, not interpreted. The 
analysis underlying the sooring system does not depend 
direotly on "needs and press. /I 
1. Ri~C1tlT R3SEARCH ~TITH STORY SF.L.;:U:rmCE ANALYSIS 
Since the Sequential Analysis to r the TAT is 0 £ 
reoent devising in the speoifio form treated here, and 
since it departs radically trom interpretative and 
thematic methods, the most important literature is that 
incorporated in recent dissertations at Loyola University, 
by Burkard (1958), l~cOandlish (1958), PetraUSkas (1958)" 
Garvin (1960), Quinn (1961), Steggert (1961), Vasiliou 
(1962) and Williams (1963). Another souroe is Snyder's 
article in The Human Person (Arnold and Gasson, eds., 
1954), If A researoh method validating self-determination. II 
In an earlier book, ,Arnold (1960) outlined the method 
of seq.uential analysis for the TAT, with its research 
possibilities. More recently (1962) she has shown its 
application with a sampling of seminarians. And most 
recently (1962) her book with a complete rundown of the 
scoring technique has appeared, to which the reader is 
referred. The technique has been built through em-
pirioal methods and through theory enlarged as a 
result of phenomenologioal analysis. 
2. ATTITUDE! SOORING. 
In her disoussion of researoh regarding the 
brain and psyohological tunotion (1960) she says: 
In the TAT sequential analysis. eaoh story 
is summed up in the import, i. e., what the 
storyteller is saying about his lite s1tuatlgn. 
This is a simple condensation of the Toral 
of the story. without any interpretatiun. 
Eaoh import, as indioated by story and out-
come t may be either construoti ve or not 
constructive. It is oonstruotive when the 
story import indioates that aohievement is 
the result of effort, initiative, virtue or 
the outcome of a definite plan that accepts 
limitation and adapts to ciroumstances; when 
loss, harm or danger is overcome by positive 
action; when ill-intentioned aotion is 
punished, rejected or renounced; when others 
are met with good will, good fellowship or 
humor. 
The emotlo;s that occur in the story seem to 
have been conquered when negative (e.g. fear, 
anger, resentment. disoouragement) and 
fostered when positive (e.g. love, humor, 
cheerfulness). It is a reasonable assumption 
that stories whioh expres~ such constructive 
attitudes are told by people who really have 
such attitudes. It would follow that they 
bave developed habits of selt-discipline which 
make it possible tor them to aohieve ••• 
The sequenoe analysis gives us a picture ot 
a man·s motivational pattern, his selt-ideal 
in aotion. Thus it oan be u8ed to prediot 
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whether he will act oonstructively or not. 
The sequence analysis will also show areas 
of confliot where firm oonviotions have not 
yet been formed. The no mal person will 
reveal in the sequence analysis how he is 
ordering his life. not merely what are the 
raw materials that are so ordered. In the 
neurotic, the sequence analysis shows the 
preoccupation with partioular areas of 
conf11ct. and in the psrcbojio, the diffi-
culty. even the impossibility of acting 
effeotively. It is a moot point whether 
a 'deeper' analysis will improve prediction. 
What does it profit us to know the e~ot1ons 
that harass a man i.f we are unable to tell 
whether he is their plaything or their 
master? 
The best kind of test for evaluating human 
motivation seems to be a storytelling test, 
whether it 1s the TAT, MAPS, BLAOKY, or a 
similar test. In telling a story. the 
individual is forced to fit emotion into 
action, and to do it in a way th~t agl"ses 
with his attitudes and convictions. To 
fragment the story by counting themes or 
rating the intensity of various emotions 
1s to throwaway the only chanoe we have 
of gain1ng a working knowledge of a man's 
principles of action. Such prooedure would 
be comparable to scoring the number of times 
a child says the word 'ball' in Binet's 
ball and field test and disregarding the 
path he ma,s out for finding the ball in the 
field. 
We have indioated earlier in the Appendix 
h"wthe TAT stories oan be scored so as to 
preserve the motivational pattern that 
reveals the principles a man lives br- If 
personal1 ty. in Gasson' s def1ni tion. is tithe 
patterned totalIty 0 f human powers. activities 
and habits, unIquely organized by the person 
in the aotive pursuit of his self-ideal" 
(1954), 1 t is revealed not only in 
behavior generally, but in the TAT in 
partioular. The sooring system that can 
measure this pattern is still being 
developed. We are but at the beginning 
of a researoh program in this area which 
we hope will prove of interest to many 
others. Perhaps combined effort will 
finally yield a me3sure of personality 
and its In.gt1va.tion that 1s similarly 
useful, even though similarly restricted, 
as g,re our present tests of intelligenoe. 
(Arnold, 1960) 
3. THE FOrm OATEGORIES OF SOORING 
The scoring system for the TAT nromised in 
the above has been developed (1962b) according to the 
hypotheses,. and series 0 f abstracted imports from. 
categorized populations have been laid out in definite 
order from the highly constructive ( :t2) to the very 
non-constructive (-2) or negati va, under the four 
major divisions 0 f Achievement, Right and. lirong, Human 
Relationships. and Reaction to Adversity. Scoring 
amounts to a prooess of matohing imports from your 
subject's TAT with the imports of the categorized 
scoring me~ual, a.nd recording the "value" and the 
sooring legend. Vasiliou (1962) has developed speoial-
ized sooring for So (Sohizoid) and Pd (Psyohopathic) 
dimenSions as well, in a rather tentative development. 
This would leave another dimension, the Int. (Internal-
izing). or some suoh trait, open to develop!nent. While 
it is not the purpose of this dissertation to so oon-
struot the soale, it is foreseen that such a scale may 
oome about by means of this research. 
4. HYPOTHESIS TESTING 
Hypothes1~ testing and prediot1on by meaus of 
the TAT soores have been tried reoently_ Prediotion 
of suocess has been rather aoourg,te, and most accurate 
of all is the separation of poorly motivated out o.f 
large pools o:f seemingly able and sbill ty-equated 
persons. Arnold (1962a) reports: 
Po r students, the 0 bv10us ori terian in tn 
whioh to compare TAT scores is the grades 
they obtain in sohool or oollege. Garvin 
(l960) gave the TAT (13 oards) to 45 girls, 
seniors at a Oatholl0 women's college, and 
to 46 men, seniors at a Oatholio men's 
college in Ohlcago. Their grade-point 
aV'er8,~e at the end of senior year was used 
asa measure of theIr achieve:nent in college. 
In this study Garvin used tw posi ti ve and 
two negativa scoras as desortbed earlier 
(+2, "-1, -1, -2). Since the total range 0 f 
student achievement was used, it 1<{as im-
perative to distinguish between TAT imuorts 
that 'fere barely post tl ve (or negative') and 
those that were strongly so. 
To oompare the relation between grade-po 1nt. 
avera.ge and TAT scores and between grade-
point average and intelligence (as~reflec~ted __ 
~\S TOWE:-~, ~ ~\ 
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in AOE test soores), Garvin oomputed produot-
mement oorrelation ooeffioients between these 
three faotors. He found a oorrelation of 
-.85 for the male students a.nd of -.83 for 
the female studente between grade-point 
average and TAT soores. This is a oonsider-
ablY' higher ooetftoient than that between 
grade-point average and intelligenoe test 
soores (-.62 :ror men, - .45 for WOmdl'l). 
ApparentlY' the stronger the motivation, 
the less need for high intelligenoe pro-
vided the stUdent is intelligent enough to 
do college-level ~1Ork. Not only the AOE 
test but the TAT Sequenoe Analysis also 
tape the degree 0 f intelligenoe; this is 
shown by the oorrelation of -.5~ (men) and 
-.41 (women) bet11feen TAT soores and AOE 
intelligenoe test. The multiple oorre-
lation of grade-point a.verage, TAT soores 
and AOE soores does not materially raise 
the 00 etfloien t(-. 86 men, -.84 women), 
when oompared to the original oorrelation 
between grade ... ;.>o1nt average rmd TAT soares 
(-.85 men, -.83 women). 
With a correlation of this size it shOUld 
be pnss1ble to us~ the TAT Sequenoe Analysis 
for the seleotion of soholarship students or, 
in general, for 9.dmission to college and 
graduate sohool. The tests used at present 
(for example, the Miller Analogies Test, the 
Graduate Reoord Examination) are reasoning 
tests or achievement tests. Though aohieve-
ment tests do inolude the motivation neoessary 
f'Jr achievement t the stUdent's "noti'l'ration may 
have changed sinoe he aoquired the knowledge 
in the area tested. When these tests are 
supplemented by a test that primarily tests 
motlvati0n, we would isolate the most import-
ant non-intelleotual factor of oollege suooess, 
as shown by the Rbove high correlations. 
(Arnold, 1962a) 
5. BURKARD'S PREDIOTION IUTH TAT 
Burkard (1958) used the TAT Story Sequence 
Analysis to predict teaching ability, employing the 
Diagnostic Teaoher Rating Soale, ~orlz\ A, as criterion. 
In this study no attempt W9.S made to 
correlate TAT sooros and puptls t ratings 
for the whole group of 300 tea.ohers 
becanse it seemed more important to 
isolate the motivational pattern of the 
most highly ra.ted tea.ohers a.nd oompare 
it with that of teachers with extremely 
low ra,tings. The TAT scores r8J:'.ged from 
~4 to +12 for the high-rated teaohers 
and from -4 to -12 for the low-rated 
tea.ohers. Thus, it scems olear that the 
TAT Sequenoe Analysis can seleot the 
teao'hers most effeoti va in olass and 
those least effeotive, and oan do so 
1,d thout any overlapping, provided the 
scorers EI.re well trained. (Arnold, 1962a). 
6. CREATIVE I?llAGIN ATION IN' THE TAT, UNIQUE IN THE BA.TTERY. 
Pbr a most oomplete desoription of the TAT 
Sequence Analysis the book oontaining the sooring 
system and appearing in late 1962 by Arnold may be 
oonsu1ted. Beoause the creative process in storr-
telling 1s so "personal tt by neoeesi ty, the test has 
promise when used in. a battery with e. oheekl ist test 
and a physiologically-measured assooiation test. 
1. OTHER SOArlES OF THE TAT 
The T.AT has been scaled in B.n Sc and Pd sooring 
system based on the Sequenoe Analysis by Vasiliou (1962), 
so raw scores ca~ be assIgned for 311 subjeots under 
this partially developed set of. scales. Another soale 
may be sometime attempted, oalled ~he Int. soale, to 
get at the severely selt-bla.ming, internalizing story-
teller. These soales of the TAT have been built on 
an assignment at -2 8oore, one soore to eaoh story. 
A dittioul ty enoountered in suoh a system ls that a 
soorer finds some stories whioh are not .Iway out, tf so 
reoel ve a -2 rating, and seemingly oannot be assessed 
tor So ot' Pd. 
B. THE MMPI 
The MMPI is one at the most widely accepted paper 
and pencil tests ot personality in use today. Anastasi 
(1954) calls it "a major event in the recent history of 
personality testing." 
1. 9 CLINICAL SCALES, Sl, AND VALIDATING SCALES 
The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory 
(MMPI) is designed to provide an objective assessment ot 
SO.e of the major personality characteristics that affect 
personal and social adjustment. The carefully constructed 
and cross-validated scales provide a means for .easuring 
the personality status of literate adolescents and adults 
together with a basis for evaluating the acceptability 
and dependability of each test record. Bine scales were 
originally developed for clinical use of the test and were 
na.ed for the abnormal conditions on which their construc-
tion was based. Since they bave been shown to have 
.eaning within the normal range ot behavior, these scales 
bave now come to be referred to by their abbreviations--
Hs (hypochondriasis), D (depression), By (hysteria), 
Pd (psychopathic deviate), Mt (masculinity-femininity), 
Pa (paranoia), Pt (psychasthenia), Se (schizophrenia), 
and Ma (hypomania) -- or by their code numbers (1-9) to 
avoid possibly misleading connotations. A large number 
ot other scales have subsequently been developed from 
the same test items; 5i (social introversion) is one 
that is commonly scored. There are also three validating 
scales: L (lie), F (validity) and' (correction). 
2. MMPI EVEN TO NINTH GRADE STUDENTS 
Care must be exercised to maintain the appropriate 
test conditions. So long as the test is introduced as 
neither a threat nor a diversion, even adolescents, 
sophisticated military personnel, and hardened criminals 
can be expected to respond well to the group administration 
ot the MMPI. The experience of Hathaway and Monachesi 
(1957) shows that large groups at ninth-grade children, 
sometilles several hundred at a time, can be given the 
MMPI without a single significant difficulty. They 
attribute a great deal of their success in testing thousands 
of children to careful preparatory work with responsible 
teachers and other school officials and to the professional 
and competent bearing of the examiners. 
3 • HIGH SCORES, FOR ABNORMALITY 
The source of moat of the evidence for the validity 
of the MMPI haa been its agreement with final clinical 
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diagnosis of new psychiatric admissions. The agreeaent 
has been in terms ot various kinds of clinic cases, which 
is a result more difticult to achieve that simple 
classification as to normal or abnormal. Even where a 
high score on the MMPI was not tollowed by a corresponding 
diagnosis, there was evidence that the trait was present 
to an abnormal degree. 
4e RELIABILITIES 
The authors of the Manual ot the )u~PI (1951) 
report reliabilities, tor both normal and abnormal adults 
which ranee trom the fitties to the low nineties. But a 
study of the split half reliabilities of college students 
reports lower coefficients. The following are the 
coetricients listed: Hs, .7g; D, .58; Hy, .1+7; Pd, .1+6; 
Mr, .73; Pa, ... 05; Pt, ,81; Sc, .79; Ma, .55. 
5. SPECIFIC CLINICAL SYNDROMES NOT WELL TESTED BY MMPI 
This casts doubt upon the present suitability or 
the individual categories of the MMPI for difterential 
diagnosis. Wheeler, Little and Lehner (1951). summarizing 
the results ot a ractor analysis ot the MMPI categories. 
report that the goal ot using the MMPI tor measuring 
specific clinical syndromes has not been achieved. 
6 • ANXIETY IUDEX OF WELSH 
One distinct ractor. according to these authors, 
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was the so-called "neurotic triad" (hypochondriasis, 
depression and hysteria). Cl1nically, many workers use 
these three scales in combination for better diagnosis. 
Ruesch (1945) has used the mean of the neurotic triad 
as a neurotic score, in an attempt to derive a more 
objective measure. Welsh (1952), in a study on anxiety 
diagnosis. found that anxiety neurotics were high in 
the neurotic triad, with a peak on the D scale, and a 
secondary peak on the Pt scale. Therefore, in order to 
take this into account and better diagnose different 
degrees of severity ot anxiety, he developed an anxiety 
index: 
AI = __ H;.;;.::§_.._-_D _ -...._H""'l __ (D - Pt) - (Hs - By) 
3 
or 
AI = 1.33 D - Pt - .66 Ds - .66 By 
7. A SDlGLE PERUASIVE CHARACTERISTIC OF PERSONALITY? 
The Herr-Kobler Test with its Ratio score most 
probably measures something basic in personality. 
Woodworth is one of many authorities who hold this view 
about the aptness of POR. The task would be to tind an 
index tor the MMPI similarly measuring something basic in 
personality, and this across a continuous range in various 
persons. The suthors of The MMPI Handbook (1960) allude 
to the many attempts to get at fta single, pervasive 
characteristic or personality" through various scales 
applied to the MMPI. The "Assessment of Emotional Control" 
forming the 10th chapter of the Handbook, under Part III, 
Clinical Spplications, presents this introduction: 
The concept of a singl., pervasive characteristic of 
personality that furnishes strength in the faoe ot 
temptation, stability under external and internal 
stressors, or control over contlicting impulses 
to action bas long been used by personality 
theorists to account for the vast difterences that 
are found in individual tolerance and integration. 
Whether it is called will power, character, general 
normality, ego strength, self-consistency, radix, 
biosphere, regnancy, or selt-actualization, the 
view that a person's stability over time and across 
situations steDls trom a single organizing process 
keeps reappearing in psychological theories. 
Several ot these constructs have been used, together 
with their nomological networks, in deriving MMPI 
indices of integration and control. 
(Dahlstrom and Welsh, 1960) 
S. BARROI'S "EGO STRENGTH" - A SINGLE SCALE 
The Handbook authors discuss a series of scales 
whicb att.m,t to make so.e measure ot a single organizing 
process. Of these, "One other scale, Barron's (1953) ego 
strength (Es) has been developed empirically tor this 
general problem. BarroD's criterion was response to 
treatment; his item analysis identified the pretreatment 
attributes that bore some relationship to the degree ot 
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improve.ent the subjects showed after individual 
psychotherapy. These items were assumed to be indicative 
of difference in strength of ego structure." Summing up 
the "single dimensional approaches", they say: "Since 
scores on the A scale (Welsh, 1956) are closely related to 
IS score value., perhaps the combination of A and I 
(Welsh, 1956) would give all the information provided by 
the Is scores. This re.ains to be tested by direct 
empirical study, however, based on detailed personality 
descriptions. At present, the best single index of control 
within the MMPI .ee.s to be the Is scale." 
(Dahlstrom and Welsh, 1960). 
9. WELSH'S llTERHALIZATIOI RATIO - CONFIGURAL ARALISIS 
The subject next taken up in the Handbook is that of 
.Configural Approaches," and first mentioned is Welsh's 
internalization ratio, II (Welsh, 1952). He wanted to 
evaluate "tendencies on the one band to internalize 
difficulties and to suffer distress, somatic symptoms, and. 
self.excoriation, and on the other hand to externalize 
problems by acting out, projecting and diaownina. His 
index gives a theoretical value of 1.00 for normals, with 
lower values indicative of poor control and direct, overt 
expression of emotional difficulties." 
(Dahlstrom and Welsh, 1960). 
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The Handbook comes to this conclusion 10 the 
,eneral seetioD: 
As the findings of future research accumulate, it 
will probably become apparent that difterent 
impulses are controlled by separate personality 
processes, rather than by any single, pervasive 
selt-structure. The material reviewed in the next 
several sections has been brought together to show 
evidence available on such a tormulation of control 
(judgmeat, control of hostility, control of 
sexuality, suicide, addiction control of 
delinquency, and criminality. J In addition, the 
basis within the MMPI for judging the specific way 
tbat loss of emotional control may be shown by a 
particular patient will be described. Even though 
the eontroling process may be .een as unitary and 
multitaceted, a breakdown in its effectiveness 
would not necessarily lead to poor control in all 
areas of emotional expression. Rather, the first 
break 1a selt-maintenanc. may be rel.lltf'd to the 
relative strength of impulse in the d1fteren~ 
emotional areas •. The material in the following 
sections should be pertinent to either general 
foraulation of personality." (Dahlstrom and Welsh, 
1960) • 
10. RESEARCH THROUGH WELSH'S FACTOR SCALES A and R 
The evaluation of the II by the Handbook at this 
point is surprisingly nonchalant, but for many reasons its 
use in research takes on importance. For instance, many 
years ago Cattell (19)6) made this hypothesis: ftThe 
deflection (in POR) is proportional to the act ot 
suppression which the ego finds it necessary to exercise 
upon the impulse aroused. The psychogalvanometer can 
therefore be used as a measure of the strength ot impulses, 
of will acts, and of the conflict between them." 
The Handbook in turn says of repression: 
A better approach to this problem of sensitization 
and repression would se .. to be either through the 
use of Welsh's A and a factor scales, or through the 
Ad and Dn subsca1es on scales). Truax (1957) in a 
footnote to his study ot Hy-Pt observed that Ad 
contributed 53 per cent of the Hy score for the 
sensitizers but only 6 per cent of the By score tor 
the repressors. Van de Castle (1958) has shown that 
a conjoint use of A and R scales gave dependable 
separations consistent with the sensitization-
repression tormu1ation ot perception of aggressive 
verbal material. For his sensitizer group he 
picked subjects with h1gh A and low R scores; the 
repressors came from the diagonal quadrant, high. 
and low A values • 
• • • An attempt was made by Obrist (1958b) to 
demonstrate a relationship between sensitization-
repression, as reflected in a composite scale 
formed by scales ), 7. I, and Welsh's A and Rt and 
subception, or autonomic discrimination without 
awareness. His research design involved excellent 
procedural controls and he found that he was unable 
to detect any subception ettect. As in a previous 
study by Obrist (1958a), no relationship between 
psychogalvanic conditioning and sensitization could 
be demonstrated either. 
Apfelbaum and Sherriffs (1954) found that subjects 
high on Welsh's A scale tended to rate the experiences 
they recalled under various experimental conditionings 
as significantly more unpleasant than low scorers. 
On the other hand, subjects who bad an Ii index in 
the externalization direction recalled appreciably 
more pleasant experiences, expecially when instructed 
to describe the mood at the ti.e of the experience 
rather than merely how they felt about the recalled 
material now. In a different experimental procedure 
in which the success or failure of the subject was 
explicitly known Christine Miller (1954) found that 
some MMPI variables were related to the tendencies 
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to recall predominantly successful or unsuccessful 
instances. In a group comparison, a bigh score on 
scale 9 was related to the tendency of the subjects 
to recall the items on which they had scored 
successes. The externali.era on 1ft also more 
generally recalled the successes while the 
internalizers gave significantly more failure 
recollections. 
11. AI and IR SCORES IN COLLEGE STUDENTS 
Rensaglia (1952) noticed persons with lower 
self-evaluations than the general self-description that 
was typical for college students had more aberrant Welsh 
AI and 1ft values. This relationship to AI and 1ft was also 
found for those who had the largest discrepancies between 
self-description and self-denial characterization. 
12. DEPENDENC! RitA TED TO AI and Ii 
In other research, Warn (1958) found tuberculous 
and epileptic groups score higher on dependency than the 
paraplegics and controls; the latter groups could not be 
significantly separated. Be also found a relationship 
between the development ot dependency patterns and elevated 
anxiety values and internali •• d defenses. Pumroy and logan 
(1958) attempted to evaluate the accuracy ot the Ps scale, 
as well as Welsh's AI and Ii indices and Pearson's signs, 
in predicting the response ot male V.A. cases to EST. 
(Dahlstrom and Welsh, 1960). 
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13. IR and PGR RESEARCH 
Finally, experimentation summarized'under 
"Analysis ot symptom formation: psychosomatic relationships" 
in the Handbook mentions Welsh's Ii and some connection 
with PGR: 
In the face ot the severe limitations on the 
experimental approaches to these problems, many 
workers have resorted to correlational studies in 
which not all the variations are produced deliberately 
but some are merely noted in the group and collated 
with other measures. Thus Brower (1947b, 1948) has 
combined correlational and experimental manipulations 
in his study ot cardiovascular changes. Factor-
analytic exploration of the inter~orrelation8 
between various MMPl measures, experimentally 
produced indices of stress, and rating scale data was 
carried out by Holtsman and Bitterman (1956). 
Lewinsonn (1956b) used patients trom several 
psychosomatic groups as subjects in a study ot 
personality variables, stress conditions, and 
phYSiological changes in steadiness, psychogalvanic 
response (PGR), salivation, and cardiac measures. 
The POR was also employed by Coter, Judson, and Weick 
(1949) and by Calvin and Hanley (1957) as a .easure 
ot reactivity to the content of ~~PI items. Ruesch 
(19458, 1945b) studied the relationship of MMPI 
variables to such physiological features as 
ventilation rate or production ot lactic acid during 
work. Greenberg and Gilliland (1952) correlated 
indices ot basal metabolic rate and the basic .PI 
variables. Janda (1951) used Welsh's AI and lR 
indices in a battery ot measures to investigate 
·rersonality processes in accuracy of night vision. 
Dahlstrom and Welsh, 1960). 
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14. IR RANGE: IHTERHALIZING TO PSYCHOPATHY 
One of the advantages brought by the Internalization 
Ratio of Welsh is its employment of the major portion of 
the MMPI profile. It omits scales 6 and 8, but the other 
six scales along with the I correction factor enter into 
the index. Thus, the range is that trom the psychopathic 
personality ot grave character disorder at one end to the 
psychoneurotic at the other, with the more normal in the 
mid ranges. The third dimension, ot the more psychotic, 
is left tor the other indices; there are some theorists 
who hold these to be mental cases of organic detect, so 
it may be well to haTe left the psychotic out of the 
continuum of personality types. 
15. 68'S OR 86's IN THE MMPI HANDBOOK 
The 68's or 86's omitted by the IR are spoken of in 
the Handbook in these words: 
Guthrie described the group of medical patients with 
this protile pattern as prepsychotic with schizoid 
personality patterns. They were, however, making a 
marginal adjustment without hospitalization; physical 
complaints and preoccupation with health may have 
served to stabilize their precarious adjustment. 
They presented a wide variety of complaints which 
shifted from visit to visit. They also bad many 
food fads and depended upon patent treatments and 
medicines. Their relationships with others were 
unstable and characterized by resentment. 
In the psychiatric population that they studied, 
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Hathaway and Meehl (195lb) found the "68" group 
largely composed of psychotics, the majority being 
frankly schisophrenic, with a smaller portion in 
paranoid states. The most common feature of the 
behavior of these patients was the presence of 
paranoid delusions, but many of the. also showed 
depression, apathy, irritability and social 
withdrawal. Although they had conduct or behavior 
problems, their difficulties were not the classic 
scrapes of the amoral, asocial psychopathic group. (Dahlstrom and Welsh, 1960). 
16. CHECKLIST ADJECTIVE STUDIES 
The studies ot Black (1953), Gough (1946) and Hovey 
(1953) should be pointed out as having basic import in 
this personality analysis, for through checklists and 
testing of college groups, they have brought the MMPI to 
bear upon the problems of personality at large, rather 
than that it be lett simply a tool for psychopathic 
diagnosis. 
The configural analysis, or rather synthesis, which 
the Internalisation Ratio of Welsh affords, then, appears 
to be of use in evaluating the MMPI; through the 
relationship of Welsh's Ratio to Cleckley's overall view 
of personality types and with the concept th~t there is 
both configuration in the profile and a hierachy in 
human powers, the MMPI through this measure should provide 
an inSight into emotional eccentricity or balance within 
the personality. Joined with TAT and PGR Tests, it 
should help form a rather adequate battery. 
17. OTHER SCALES FOR THE MMPI 
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The MMPI was criticised earlier for presenting no 
single scale to be applied here. However, there are many 
scales which work at special areas in the "profile". 
In addition to the Ii of Welsh, there is his AI, which is 
derived from the T scores of the profile in the formula: 
AI = 1.33 D - Pt - .66 H8 -.66 By. The FaPaSc scale was 
constructed, to pick up some of the score of the MMPI 
purposely omitted in the IR. It is the average elevation 
of three scaled scores above fifty (th. norm), i •••• the 
sum of the 'ake, Pa (6) and SC (S) in th.ir h.ight above 
fifty (in T scores) divided by three. Another scale 
available is the eI or Critical Items of Grayson, It is 
made up of the raw score for Faking plus 38 other it.ms 
selected from the possible 566. 
Again, there is the S~rx ratio, estimated from the 
Fm, I, and Fbi scales. Th. Fm scale of Hecht has 38 items, 
and appears as 168 in the Handbook of the MMPI. A raw 
score ~utting point of 15 is us.d in the Sarx ratio. Th. 
I seal. is that of the profil., and the cutting point is 
SO, on the T score syst.m. Th. FhI score is derived by 
calculating the distance in T scores between the Ma (9) 
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scale score and the 81 (10) scale score. When the 9 score 
ls greater than the 10 score, the difference is subtracted 
from 1.00, and whn lesser, it is added. To this FhR score 
is added any Fm score aboTe 15 a.nd any It score below 50 
(by its distance from 50); or. from this Fhi score ls 
subtracted any Fm score below 15 and any K score above 50. 
The total, converted to a scoring with 100 as its mean, 
yields the Sarx ratio measure. In addition to these, and 
useful in another separate analysis, are the scales arrlved 
at t~rough factor analysis by Welsh, namely, his A, R, C 
and P factor scales, for factors 1, 2, 3 and 4. Also, the 
simple Fm scale of Hecht is worth trying as it stands. and 
the is (ego strength) scale of Barron may be useful. 
O. THE HERR-KOBLER PGR TEST 
(Note: Treated at length because: 
(1) no book on the subjeot 
(2) apparatus and detailed 
procedure necessary) 
1. PGR AND ttEMOTION." 
The psyohogalvanometer and psychogalvan10 
response have engaged the interest of nearly all ex-
per1mental psyohologists. A listing of the experiments 
and devised tests in the following paragraphs show how 
widespread and oonsuming this interest has been. Some 
authors in summarizing experimentation with the PGR 
speak of muoh tim.e wasted as, tor example, Woodworth 
and Sohlosberg (1954) and Arnold (1960); yet their 
major critioism seems to point more to the contusion in 
the experimenters' thinking about what emotion is than 
to any basic flaw 1n the PGR itself. 
Woodworth and Sohlosberg (1954) treat of the 
apparatus, teohniques, stimuli and response at length 
in their Subjeot Index. 
2. APPARATUS AND TEOHNIQUE 
Fere, the first to publish an article about 
the PGR (1888), passed a weak ourrent through eleotrodes 
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on the forearm. He had a galvanometer included in 
the cirouit. His sub3eots were presented with stimuli 
suoh as the sound of a tuning fork, the sight of 
oolored glass, or something to smell. 'lhe quiok de-
flection of the galvanometer indioated an increased 
flow of eleotrioal current resulting from a decrease 
in bodily resistance. Two years later Tarohanoff 
(1890) reported on a ditterence in eleotrical potential 
tor any two areas of the skin whloh mar be oonnected 
through a galvanometer. A weak current was fotmd 
passing through the galvanometer in a certain direotion. 
He neutralized this ourrent with a weak external current 
opposed to it so that the galvanometer vas balanoed. 
Then, a stimulus applied to the sub3eot would yield a 
defleotion of the galvanometer with a two or three 
second latency. Bot only sensory stimuli but shifts 
in mental aotivity, he found, brought about this 
response. 
/' /' 
'lhough the names, Fere effeot and Tarohanoff 
effeot, would Seem to indioate two distinct phenomena, 
it is generally agreed that the two men found slightly 
different ways of measurement. WOodworth (1938) says 
that though the effects differ physioally, they are 
$3 
indioators of the same physiological aotivity. 
Tarohanoff's method has been oarried out by Jbrbes 
&: Bolles (1936), and Bovland &: Riesen (1940) and 
recently by W1100tt, Darrow & Se1gel (1951). The 
Fere method has been preferred 1n researoh. (Strohl, 
1921; James and ~:hou1ess, 1926; Hozan (1928); Gilde-
meister, 1928). When the bod1ly resistanoe has been 
temporarily reduoed the gere method yields an inoreased 
fiow of impressed ourrent. (Davis, 1934; Montague, 
1958.) Polarization is alleged generally as the oause 
ot the body's normal resistanoe. An ordinary theory 
prediots greater polarization with greater impressed 
voltage. The IIFere effeott! would oonsist then, in a 
part1al or temporary depolarization of the oell walls 
(especially of the sweat glands) through whioh the 
current 1s passing. The galvanometer pioks up this 
temporary change as a temporary decrease in bodily 
resistanoe (Veraguth, 1909; Jeffress, 1928.) 
Of the three theories proposed 1n explanation 
of the electrioal phenomenon II the "secretory" theory 
with its emphasis on the preseoretory eleotrioal aoti-
vit!es of the sweat glands (MoCleary, 1950) and phe-
nomenon of depolarization, appears to have greater 
conf1rmation than the muscular theory or the vasoular 
theory_ ibth Richter (1926) and Darrow (1937} agreed 
with d' Arsonval (18S8), a oollaborator 0 t Fere, that 
the paR 1n the action ourrent of Tarahanott and de-
,/ / 
polarization 0 f Fere was a result 6 f sweat glan;, 
activity_ Richter, Woodruff' and Baton (1943) con-
firmed this, as did Goadby & Goadby (1949). 
The effect has been treated through the years 
in experiments of' Darrow (1929); DySinger (1931); 
Hisbaoh (1932); DarroW' (1932); Syz &; Kinder (1928); 
Richter &; Woodruff (1942); Silverman &: Powell (1944); 
Wenger & Gilohrist (1948); Wang (1957); and Shaakel 
(1959). Williams (1960) disousses the effect fully. 
to whose thesis the reader is referred. 
"The Nature and Oausatlon 0 f the Galvanic 
Phenomena" is the title of an article by Sldio &: 
Nelson (1910). and this subject is pursued by such 
authors as Uhlenbruolt (1924); Richter (1929); Thouless 
(1929 & 1930); Langworthy &; Rlchter (1930); MoDowall 
(1933); Darrow (1937); and McCurdy (1950). 
The neurology of skin conductance is sketohed 
by Woodworth &; Sohlosberg (1954) where, in their short 
treatment. they say. ulnsofar as this system tends to 
" 
d1scharge as a unit, the skin oonductanoe at any 
po in t is a measure 0 f sympathetio act1 vi ty. As we 
hR.ve already noted, the sympathetic system is basic 
to emotion, or more specifically, to activation. 
Thus the skin conductance is a valuable measure ot 
aotivation." Arnold (1960) mentions the sympathetio 
and the parasym.pathetic excitation of the sweat glands 
and gives the reasons why the paR is not as useful as 
was once hoped in the measure ot specific emotions. 
"The autonomic changes that occur in emotion are any-
thing but simple." 
The phenomenon was oalled the psychogalvanic 
reflex byVeraguth in 1906. The term uR" in PGR is 
o itEm. taken as "responses" rather than ttreflex, tt and 
in this meaning paR 1s perhaps the most used among 
the other alternatives "galvanio skin response" (GSa) 
as used by Woodworth (1954) and "electrodermal response" 
(EDR) used in the PsrghglQgi9!1 AbsMr'9~s since 1959. 
3. OHOICE OF INSTRUMENT 
To cover the many and various fields ot 
literature reported it may be well to pick out the 
discussions of apparatus used in the PGR. The Loyola 
University psychogalvanometer has been construoted in 
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view ot the manr instruments built to so measure 
this etfect. Riohter (1927. 1929) disousses the 
Tarohanoff effeot and the oirouits and eleotrodes 
used for this measure. Jeffress (1928) speaks of 
the reflex 1atenor of between one to three seconds 
and has a method of simu1taneous1r photographing the 
galvanometer deneotions. Darrow (1930); Davis & 
Porter (1930); Seward & Seward (1934); Fbrbes & Landis 
(1935); and Jbrbes (1936) all discuss cirouits and 
electrodes and this material is summarized in Woodworth 
(1938). Haggard & Gerbra.ncis (1947); Laoer & Seigel 
(1947. 1948), discuss the cirouit used in measuring 
PGR. Armington (1949) speaks of a maohine oosting 
$17.00 useful in olass demonstration and student emp1or-
ment. Silkett & Drisooll (1949); Trueblood & Grings 
(1950); Whelan (1950); Flanders (1953); Stewart (1954); 
Nichols & Daroge (1955); Steingart (1955); Traxel (1957); 
Shackel (1957); LeV7. Thaler & Rutf (1958); and Lester 
(1958) all emphasize new teohniques t new methods or 
new instruments for measuring PGR. Weisgerber's (1951) 
thesis disousses the Loyola U. psyohogalvanometer in 
detail. 
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4. UNI~ OF UEAS-URE 
A. Level of &1310 Resistanoe. 
On e 0 f the ma jo r pro hI ems In vo 1 ved in the 
use of the PGR and the psychogalvanometer is the 
choice of an adequate unit of measure. This is neces-
sary to make the results 0 f different indi viduala 
comparable. It has been established that the magni-
tude 0 r any 1:ndi vidual PGR response is in part detertlined 
by the level of "basio resistrmoe l1 of the subject at 
the time of the stimUlation. The higher the basic 
resistanoe, the larger the momentary varia.tions will 
be. 
B. Darrow-Skewed Distributions and Log 
Conductance Scores. 
Beoause of thiS, Darrow (1937&) has shown 
that it resistance soores are used. disregarding the 
level of basic resistance, the distribution of soores 
will be ma.rkedly skewed. Similarly, if conduotanoe 
ohange soores are used, as suggested by Hovland & 
Reisen (1940), Freeman & Katzor! (1942) and Laoey (1947), 
a Skewed distribution will also result, sinoe the 
oonductance is simply the reoiprocal of resistance. 
But Darrow a1eo found that a log oonduotanoe ohange 
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gives a muoh more normal distribution. Sherman &: 
Jost (1942) stated the1r preferenoe of the per oent 
change of resistanoe. 
O. Haggard-Log Transformation. 
Haggard (1945, 1946, 1949) after reviewing 
a number of difterent methods fOlmd a logan thmio 
transformation most useful. He showed (1945) that 
unoonverted resistanoe or oonduotanoe soores are in-
adequate measures. fhe advantages of using Haggard's 
transformation are these: the simp11oit1 of trans-
formation, equal units, and a normal distribution. 
The Haggard soore is oomputed by adding an empiri-
oally-determined oonstant to the log resistanoe-ohange 
score, and dividing the sum by the level of basal 
resistanoe. Since the resulting scores are in decimals, 
they oan be multiplied by the oonstant for their 
removal. 
Therefore the resulting formula, whioh is 
used in this study is: 
SO- LoS feeiSlap,o, ghanS' - K 
1 eve of basal resistanoe 
d. Haggard's Transformation Widely Used. 
Haggard's tran.sformation has been widely but 
not universally employed. Lacey &: Siegel (1949) 
agreed that either oonductcmee Bcores or log oon-
ductance soores were satisfactory unlt~. r~re of 
this disoussion 0 f the appropriate un1 t tnHy be falmd 
1n Duti;y & TJ·e,oey (1946); Hll.ggard &: ("tamer (1946); 
Laoey (l9~,6); Lacey &: Siegel (l91~7); Jones & HBee~rd 
(194.3): Oopelm!m (1951); Stevens (1951); Urena & Tago 
(1954); and Bitterman, Kre,uskopf & Holtzman (1954). 
e. Paintal 'B Ratio 0 f Resista:nce Ohanges. 
Paintsl (1951) suggested th!;\t the proper unit 
was the ratio of the reSistance ohange to the maximum 
resistance change obtained for each subject, argu.1ng 
that these ratios should be preferred to any trans-
formation scores 1n whioh the lndlvtduallty of the 
subjeot was lost. :rl!111ott & Singer (1953) have sup-
ported Paintsl's findings, but Nl1ml & Hashimoto (1953) 
have oon t1nl.led to use the peroentage ohange 0 r con-
ductanoe, while Schlosberg & Stanley (1953) have pre-
ferred the square root of the oonductance. Niehols &: 
Daroge (1955) have suggested still another method of 
oomputing PGR scores, namely: 
Soore:log 
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Grant (1956) used analysis ot variance tests but 
found tkmt even these did not constitute a unJ.-
versally applicable method ot analyzing and com-
paring trends in his PGR data. All in all, it is 
Haggardts transformation that i8 used r~8t frequently 
iu published research. 
The discussion of temperature effects is 
rather length1_ To mention one. Kleitm&n & Ra,msaroop 
(1948) discuss the periodioity in body t(}mperature 
and heart rate. Weisgerber's (1951) theSis discusses 
the effects of temperature in measuring PGR. Sleeping 
and waking ooouPY muoh discussion. hrmer and Chambers 
(1925) say that the PGR is high during sleep and falls 
again when a person wakes. Riohter (1926) makes a 
similar disoussion. and Jones (1930) showed tha.t 1 t i8 
the palmar and plantar areaS whioh really manifest the 
etfect during waking and sleeping. The log reSistance, 
tor instanoe, does not show this same measure. Landis 
& lfbrbes (1933) confirmed this aame fact. Freeman & 
Darrow (1935) and Kleitman (1950) disQUSS this same 
subJeot and would indicate tha,t the degree of attention 
that a person has and their phYSiological state would 
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make qu1 te a: b1 t of differenoe in the PGR man1fested 
1n any kind of test1ng prooedure. An 1nteresting 
experiment might be that of running severa.l people 
, 
together in t~e'!sam. oirou1 t. Hansel (1951) did just 
this, hooking together many people in parallel and 
running the PGR of the group. Yamaguohi (1948) ran 
a dispersion on the pooled momenta.ry reaotion potential 
of a group_ Ohanges beoome evident during the da1, 
and Waller (1919) showed that resistance is high in 
the morning, low at m1dday, and high again late 1n the 
day. Weohsler (1925) oonfirmed these find1ngs and also 
measured the resistanoe during an ar1thmet10 test. 
6. PGR IN RESEAROH, BlU.RIllG ON TESTING WITH THE H-K PGR. 
We have already summ.arized what Woodworth &: 
Arnold have had to say on the relationship of emot1on 
and PGR. In add1 tion. neurologioal researoh using PGR, 
along wi tb other researoh measures, has found the psyoho-
galvanometer to be a useful bridge from organ to funotion. 
Sohoonhoven (1925) found that measures of blood pressure, 
pup11 diameter and PGR were not oons1stent. A d1sser-
tation in a sim1lar vein but em.ploying oolor as stimulus 
was pres en ted by Sm1 th (1958). Gen eral treatments. fo r 
example, the "peroeption of autonomio aotivit," (Mandler, 
Mandler &: Uv111er, 1958) have oome from the researoh 
ot Bard (1934), Liberson (1949), and Mundl-Castle 
and HoKiever (1953), who report an alpha frequenol 
ot BEG oorresponding to PGR adaptation rate; also 
Oopelman (195115 Leuootom;y (Ashby &: Bassett, 1950), 
EEG and ohlorpromaz1ne (Turner, Berard, Turner &: hanoo J 
1956); BEG and oonditioned reflexes (Iovikova &: Sokolov, 
1957, who report a relationship ot alpha BEG rhlthm to 
PGR); BEG pattern and ease of elioitlng PGR (Oharan &: 
Goldstein, 1957); and flnalll, EEG, EMG and paR 
(Sokolov &: l>iikhalevskala, 1959), have been a few ot 
the lnvestlgations. 
The e:tteot ot hypnosis on the PGR ot the 
person under~ing it has been studied by Sears (1932), 
Davis &: Kantor (1935), who sal the suggestion makes 
the dltterence, Marenina (1949), West, Niell &: Hardl 
(1952) who found PGR to diminish and under deep hypnosis 
to disappear, and Sears and Beatty (1956). 
Along with the reports ot lessened PGR atter 
repetltion at stl~ull are studles on the dal atter dal 
habltuation, on ?r~~aration and trials, and on adaptation. 
Examples of these are Farmer &: Chambers (1925); Porter 
(1938); Conklin (1951); Pralsse &: Jampo1sky (1952); 
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lilmi &: Hashimoto (1953); Bassett and Ashby (1954); 
Mundy-Oaatle &: MoKlever (1952); Novak, Moriart;r, 
Koltuv &:we1sh (1956); Grings & O'Donnell (1956); 
and Grlngs " Shmelev (1959). Oardu (1954) employed 
PGR olinioal1y as a measure of emotional diffloUlty. 
He found PGR to grow best by repetition. 
Drug effects and PGR have been studied rather 
thoroughly. The drug effeot has been produoed by 
tea (Stanley & Sohlosberg, 1953); near or real beer 
(McDonnell & Oarpenter, 1959); alooho1io beverages 
(Oarpenter, 1957); wine, whiskey and aloohol (Greenberg 
& Oarpenter, 1957); Atropln (Hall, 1936); ohlorpromazine 
(Olero, Turner & Berard, 1956); tranquilizing drugs 
(Hi tohell, 1958); menthylpentynol (Bartholomew, )'ranks 
and Marley. 1958); L. S. D. 25 (Vinar, 1958); and 
eleotroconvulsive shook (Heistad, 1958). Oattel1 
(1929) says that the defleotlons of the galvanometer 
are deoreased through fatigue, depression, aloohol, 
morphine, ohloroform, ether, and during menstruation. 
Studies In alertness, expectanoy, suggestion, 
lnstruotions, set, and attention have been done by 
Darrow & Heath (1932); Switzer (1933); Bagoh1 & Greenwald 
(1937); Glrdem (1952); Coppook (1955); Otani (1955); 
Kehres (1956), and Stukat (1958). Subliminal per-
oeption has found its indioator through PGR ln the 
research of MoOleary & Lazarus (1949); Lazarus & 
McOleary (1951); Lowenfeld, Rubenfeld & Guthrie (1956); 
and Dixon (1958). 
Conditioned response and PGR make a natural 
combination. Some of the artioles dealing with research 
in this fleld are the following: Langfeld (1931): 
Hovland (1937); Cook and Harris (1937); Grant & 
SOhneider (1947); Gladstone, Yamaguohi, Hull & Felsinger 
(1947); Hull. Felsinger, Gladstone and Yamaguchi (1947); 
Grant & Sohneider (1949), Grant, Meyer and Hake (1950); 
Longeneoker, Krauskopf & 131 tterman (1952); Moeller 
(1952); White & Sohlosberg (1952); Wiokens, Sohroder 
and Snide (1954); Bitterman, Reed" Kubala (1953); 
Grant and Schiller (1953); Meritser & Doerfler (1954); 
Moeller (1954); 131erbawa (1955); Gordon (1955); 
Terekhan (1958); Alexander (1958); Ohaiklin (1958); 
and Doerfler & Kramer (1959). Coppock & Ohamber (1959) 
have developed an interesting view: nGSR oonditioning: 
an illustration ~f useless distinction between 'types' 
of oonditioning." !hese experiments 1n oonditioning, 
together with the use of the PGR in 11e deteotion, 
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usually make up the oore of disoussion in the general 
psychology text books when they deal with PGR. Researoh 
in the above mentioned lie deteotion, outside of that 
mentioned in Thl Polioe Qazetjl. has been oarried on 
by Rao (1956); Bouke and Kubis (1948); Block, Rouke, 
Salpeter, Tobaoh. Kubis and Welsh (1952), Guertin & 
Wilhelm (1954); Iwahara, Hiseki, Shiokava & Yoshida 
(1955); and Blook (1957). 
The question of voluntary oontro1 over PGR is 
of high theoretioal interest. Some bit of the researoh 
1s inoluded in the work-summary of Oattell (1929). 
Other studies are those of Abramowskl (1913); Hudgins 
(1933); and Noble (1950). "The hypothesis whioh seems 
to the present writer most apt to the faots is that the 
defleotion is proportional to the aot of suppression 
whioh the ego finds it neoessary to exeroise upon the 
impulse aroused. The psyohogalvanometer oan therefore 
be used as a measure of the strength of the impulses, 
of will aots, and of the oonfliot between them." (Oattell, 
1936) • 
Musoular aotivity and physioal effort induoe 
ohanges in PGR. Measures of suoh ohanges have been made 
by Staroh (1910); Olaparede (1924); Seward & Seward 
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(1934); Essen and Hansen (1940); Ryan & Ranseen (1944); 
and Heinze (1955). "Environmental factors have greater 
importanoe than the hereditary ones," says Ohira (1956) 
in a study of twins. Ohi1dren have oome in for study 
by Jones (1930 & 1950) and Veinger (1950). 
Red1ioh (1945) reported on a method of differ-
ential diagnosis of organio and hysterioa1anesthesia. 
with the aid of the PGR. Other studies in organio 
defeots and defeotives have been done through the years 
by Vigouroux (1879); Prideaux (1921); Laoey, Steigel 
& Stuokey (1948); Laoey, Siegel and Siegel (1949); and 
Panel &: Barolay (1959). 
7. SO MUOH RESIU.ROH, BUT YET NO PGR TEST .AS SUCH. 
Various mental states have been tested through 
POR studies: the neuroses, Shirokov (1937) and Venables 
(1955); the psychoses, Hooh, Kubis &: Rouke (1944), 
Pain tal (1951, 1952), Stewart, tfino kur. St ern. Go ze. 
Pfeiffer &: Hornung (1959); mental deficienoy and IQ 
level, O'Connor &: Venables (1956), Irwin, Rind &: 
Aronson (1957), ''1:11i8 &: Sloan (195$3), Pryer &: Ellis 
(1959); various personality types, Marinesoo, Oopelman 
& Stanescu (1937), Ohampion (1950). Bitterman and 
Holtzman (1952), Efron (1954), Grant (1956), Ohlra 
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(19,8), Grant (1957). 
Animal PGR for comparison and for neurological 
research has undergone the scrut~ of Wang &: Richter 
(1928)J Wange, Pan &: Lu (1929); Wang & Lu (19.30), Knauf' 
(195L'), Haggard and Thompson (195h)J Wang, Stein &: 
Brown (19,6). Weng &: BrO'WIl (1956 &: 1957), and Shaklee 
. (19,7). 
Auditory acuity and the study of deafness has 
found an important research tool in the PGRI Crombs 
(19.38). Michell and Bandt (19h7). Dreher (19L8); Doerfler 
(19h8). Davis (1948» Knapp &: Gold (19,0); Littman (19h9}J 
Hovland (19h9) J Bordley & Hardy (1949). Doerfler &: 
McClure (195h), Stewart (195h) J Goldstein, Poli to-Castro 
&: Daniels (1955), Aronson (1957)J Hind (19,8), Buck 
(1958); Aronson, Hind &: Irwin (1958), Hanelt, Titfaney 
&: Frungard (1958}J Rosenblat, Bilger and Goldstein (1959) J 
Grings, Lowell &: Ru.lhford (1959). 'liro studies concerning 
preferences in music were done by Henkin (1957) and 
Traxel & Wrede (1959). Preferences in advertising, 
Eckstrand, Gordon & Gilliland (19h8). Golin and Lyerly 
(1950). 
8. MTIONS AND PGR. 
Particular studies in emotion and PGR have been 
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very numerous. Some of these are listed below: frus-
tratlon, Freeman (1940), Jost (1941), Sherman & Jost 
(1942), Thlesen and Meister (1949), Thetford (1952), 
Sohwartz (1957), Flanagan &: Herr (1959); instinots and 
sentiments, Shook and Coombs (1937), Turner (1954), 
Ader (1959); pleasant-unpleasant, Dysinger (1931). ReiCh 
(1950); fear and anxiety. Bayley (1928), lielsh &; K.ubis 
(1947), Welsh, L1Vingston &: KUbls (1947), Coppook (1949), 
Schlff, Dugan, Llvingston & Welsh (1949); Ax (1951), 
Berry 8: Mnrtln (1957); anger, Funkenstein, King and 
Dro1ette (1953); speedy or dlffioUlt work, Sears (1933), 
Fraiss. 8: Blooh (1957); mental work: abl1lties (inSight), 
Prideaux (1920), Bartlett (1927), Patterson (1930), 
(Jarter (1950), Kuppers (1954); emotional involvenlent in 
problem solVing (driving, fiying), Hussman (1955>, 
Hulbert (1957), Venables (1956); subjeotive effort 
(stress), Lanier (1941) , Holtzman & B1 tterman (1954), 
Baker Ie Taylor (1954); Raphe1son (1957); attitude and 
strong attitude (raoial or natlonal blas). Wiener, 
Sa1peter, Tobaoh, Wineburg Ie Welsh (1952), Cooper Ie 
S1nger (1956), COoper & Stegel (1956); fallure-success, 
Prooter (1953), Mizushima (1954); vision, liagner (1950); 
predicament, Abel (1930); embarrassment. D1ttes (1957); 
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mobl11zation-expeotanoy-actuation, Darrow (1936, 1937), 
Freeman (1940), Burdiok & Burnes (1958), Oswald (1959), 
Merlin (1958); threat (defense, avoidanoe), MoGtnnies 
(1949,1950), Novak, Hs.yea, Goodman & Welsh (1955), 
Sines (1957); startle-surprise, Patterson (1.930), 
Steinberg (1949), Ho':rles and Solomon (1950); anx1et:r 
produoing stimuli, Taylor (1950), S11verman (1960); 
Dam, Dennard (1950), Furer & HardY' (1950), Clausen, 
Gjesvik & Urda1 (1953), Bahr, Prebar & S11versklo1d 
(1955), Clausen, Urda1 it: GJesvlk (1955), FLl.11kl, 
Sadakata, Saito &2hdo (1958); acting out, Barratt 
(1959); induced-tension, Staudt & Kubis (1948), LandiS 
& Hunt (1935), Bloch (1952a. &: b), Kushner (1955). 
SOfie exoellent studies have been done 1n the 
nature of emot1on through means of PGR researoh. Some 
ot the most signif1ca'l'lt writers are these: Wells (1924); 
Thou1ess (1925); Ave1ing (1926); Syz (1926); Landis & 
DeWlok (1929); Landis (1930); Dufty (1934); Masserman 
(1941); Arn.old (1945 & 1950); Leeper (19411); Lindsley-
(1951). Arnold (1960) h8..s this to say in her summar,.: 
"In add! t1on, we have sugges'ted on the basis 
ot neurophysiologioal evidenoe that the PGR 
aooompanies any impulse to aotion t Voluntary 
or lnvol1mtary, deli berate or emotional. The 
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reaction to sensory stimult~,tion, a.s well 
as startle and various emotions. are all 
accompanied by psychogalvanic defleotions. 
These 111.11 be largest ~Then there is a 
suddan impulse to aotion (e.g •• in startle). 
Sinoe all action impulses. inoluding 
emotions, aTe acoompanied 'by psychoga.lvs:nio 
responses, the ambiguous results of studies 
in the PGR are easily explained. Sudden 
emotion is a strong impulse to aotion; bence 
the early 'POs1 t1.ve resul te etra eyplained. 
But startle 1s an even stronger motor impulse, 
whioh seems to account for the tact tha.t the 
taboo words used by Syz vroduoed such strong 
deflections. When a man s na.me iR oalled 
unexpeotedly. he 1s startled and gets ready 
tor aotion -- whioh explatns why hil:) ow 
name usuall1 brings about the strongest PGR 
('):f all. tt 
Peterson and Jlmg (1901) oonoei ved that PGR 
might make a. good "oomplex indioa.tor, tt a.long with slow 
verbal reaction; and their ror:n.tl ts sa.tisf.ied them that 
suoh was the ca.se. 
mea.S ure, fotmd that hts reeul ts did not verLf'y the 
theory tha.t p!3rsevl3ration depends on a general tendeno1 
of the nervous system to persist in aotivity in regard 
to either oonsoiolls perseverat1ve phenomena. or the 
autonomio system. 
9. M,,\GNITtJDl~ OF PGR. 
The Ylagnltude of PGR was subjeotad to 8x:per1mants 
by Darror .... (1927) and Nobel' (l95~). Latenoy reoeived. 
treatment by Davis (1930) and lelsinger, Gladstone, 
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Ya!\1aguchi & Hull (1947). St1muli t espeoially stLuulus 
words, have been treated by such eminent people as 
THells &: Fe rbea (1911); Soi th (1922); Da.rrow (1929); 
Jones &: Wechsler (1928); Haggard &: Jones (1947); Kubis 
(1948); Johnson (1951); Va1l (1955); Jaoobs (1955); 
and Sutton (1958). These studies have direct be:lrlng 
on the presE!nt researoh in whioh sixteen emotionally 
ton ad we rds art, U:i'I ed • 
10. PUOJmOTIV1 T3STS Al1D PGR: ... :tT!:LA1'IONSHIP. 
The, pro jectlve test a.nd PGR have been 1nter-
related by Fishel' .& AUlbarc!"or.tble (1.953) Md Fishsr 
(1958); through figure drawing. Fisher (1959); through 
the Rorsohaoh, Kubis, Rockwell, Welsh & F1s1ohelll 
(1946); Le~'Y (1958); Frost (1943); Levy (1950); Hiimi, 
Hashimoto, Mochizuki &: Oarta (1956); 8l1d Melsrfner (1958). 
11. P31RSOliALITY TE~;TING~ID PGR. 
Most npropcs to personality testing through the 
PGR, inoluding the H-K Teat ttse1f, ara stUdies done 
by Carter (J.947J; Octer (1948); Hsu (1951); Albrecht 
(1952,1957); Herr (1953): Herr &: Kobler (1953.1957); 
Kehres (195~); Oabausk1 (1953); and Williams (1960). 
The application of PUR te,i~tlng to the o11nioal interview. 
personality typing and psycho-therapy 1s in the toretront 
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of PGR researoh today. Mall (1936) mentions the 
poss1bi11ty following Verguth's lead, and more recently 
we have the works of Golla (1948 h Neumann (1950); 
Seymour (1950); Van der Valk &: Groen (1950); Rankin 
&: Campbell (1955); Martin (1956); Dittes (1951); Gordon, 
Mart1n &: Lundy (1959); Learmonth, Aokerly &: Kaplan. 
(1959);9nd Mart1n, Lundy & Lewin (1960). 
12. SUMMA.RIES OF RESEARCH WORK I1f PGR. 
Good summaries ot work done with PGR occur in 
Land1s (1935); Cattell (1936); Woodworth (1938); 
MoCleary (1956); Woodworth &: Schlosberg (1954); and 
in the theses at Loyola Uni vers1 ty. suoh as those of 
Weisgerger (1951); Albreoht (1952, 1957); Kehres (1956); 
Oabanski(1958); W11liams (1960); and J'lanagan (1962). 
13. PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTS. 
Herr and Kobler (1953 Be 1956) deVised a "test" 
with emot1onal11 toned worda used as "stimuli rt to gain 
"responsea d of the f1rst thlng that came to the subjeot's 
mind, which response was to be glven as quiok11 as 
possl ble. The PS1ohogal V1mic skin response was used 
as a measure of ohange in emot1onal response. Normal 
groups and dlagnosed neurotlos were teated, and a rat~o 
score devised. The test on this baSis, us1ng oollege 
13 
students as normals. disoriminated pSj"ohoneurotios and 
normals at the 0.01 level of oonfidenoe. MMPI was 
used as one ot the measures at neurotioism in seleot-
ing the subjects for the experiment. 
Oabanski (1958) made a comparison of the paR 
responses gained from the test of 20 oollege students. 
against the MMPI Anxiety Index (AI) from the subjeots. 
Williams (1960) ran the Tallor Manlfest Anxiety Soale 
(deri ved from a part of the !.n.1PI) against the PGR Ratio t 
employing seminarians as subjeots. The mean responses 
to the 16 emotionalll toned words in both the Williams 
and Oabanski experiments showed a. olose correspondenoe 
with responses reported in the previous studies of Herr 
and Kobler. 
These studies show that the H-K paR Test affords 
a measure ot oertain personality tendenoies, and tram 
the results ot the Herr-Kobler double experiment a 
person would wonder why the Oaba.nskl and Williams 
oomparisons tailed to show the oorrespondence of Anxlelr 
with PGRRatio. Perhaps this oould be the result of 
inadequate "anxiety" measures, or, more probably, the 
PGR Ratio measures something more emotionally speoifio 
than "anxiety_" 
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14. nES tt AND "IR" OORRBLATION WITH PGR RATIO. 
The Ego Strength measure ot Barron tor the 
MMPI might be a better indioator at "control of emotlon If 
than the AnxietT Index, and better Tet, the ~mpI 
Internallzation Ratl0 ot Welsh seems to show something 
of the oharaoteristlc war a person manages in emotion-
fraught situations. The data of Herr-KObler and 
Oa'banSki, new1, ana11zed for Ii and AI totals, show a 
posl ti ve oorrela.tion of high PGR Ratio (above 1.00) 
with high III (Williams did not use the whole of the MMPI, 
and thus tor him noIR is available). 
StJl41 3u113eo1£. Itat I PGR II ~I KfiI 
- -
Herr-Ito bl er Neurotio 1956 
Men 
20 1.28 1.17 .84 
Herr-Kobler Neurotl0 1953 M_ 20 1.19 1.09 .93 
Hoene Women 1962 22 1.05 .90 .65 
Oabanski Oollegiate 1958 
.Men 
20 0.95 .84 .45 
With thls obServation of a trend, PGR II var1ing with 
MMPI lB., further experimentation and a testing for limits 
seem in order. The hypothesis of the pres en t experiment 
aflirms a correlation between the HMPI IR ot Welsh and 
the Herr-KObler PGR Ratio; furthermore on the basis of 
the experimenter's previous use of the PGR with female 
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subjects the oorrelation hypothesised should be negative. 
contrary to the positive oorrelation ot the data tor 
males listed above. 
15. MEAN RESPONSE TO STIMULUS WORDS. 
Such a hypothesis woUld be in acoord with the 
noticed ditterences in response (men often answer ftgun tt 
to powder, while women say "putf") which men and women 
manifest through word assooiation tests. An added 
hypothesis would be that the mean response to eaoh ot 
the words for the women should be similar to the mean 
responses for the men; this would mean that the ranks 
of the mean responses to the words should be similar 
for all the experiments just oited, and they aotually 
turned out to be so, as will be seen later. 
16. RESPONSE TO WORDS: NEUROTIOS AND NORMALS. 
The worIt ot Herr and Kobler (1953) oleared the 
field for validating studies. The selection of emot1on-
ally toned words and the amount of response to these 
words elioited by neurot1c and normal persons was 
oarefully made and assessed. 
"It is useful to do an analysis of varianoe 
separately tor each of the tw groups of 
normal and neurotio subjeots. Here the 
compar1son 1s not between the two groups 
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on .., OM word or for a s.rl.. of WON., but 
rather betweeQ. words for .ither ~ COUi.dare4 
&loa.. ta this vq oae Cd dete __ tile "lati ... 
• tian1_ yalue of theN wow for the QOI'IIal. aU 
the neurotic 1ncllviAul,." 
lett .mel Iobl.r foU1l4 theneuwtlc to be 1IIOr. erratic 
(. slptftcaDt diff.renee ttl re.aan to variance. but 
not ta r.san to _ea.) and the woria God. ,ala. chw:oh u4 
010_. a,peancl to ..... 4Uferat .tfau1_ val .. for the 
t.wo pGUpe. qala. aul,. ... of .. bed ,Z'OUpS "' .... 
• !pi'l ... , tifl.r ...... f.1l m. "" .... 1Ila1s ... 
tNUftti....ft • ......tl.ed s. wd IftN,Pt.aa. loft. .. aa4 
.... CIa.art. broqht area' .. ' 'As,... •• iD the nen:.al •• !be 
l'elt~ word.. .i .... Io<t, were tl .. in vttb the s_ 
word. for the MUrotlca.. ftt'OUlh dlft ..... ttl.l •• leet"'. 
slace hlab. clo.... .,... pain ... Go4 ... ked l&qal' 
reapou •• fol' the .... lOt:l.c8.whl1 •• lck. .... theart. tDubl .. 
i:~: 
&ad chure ewked larp'l' 1' .. ,..... f ... the _mal.. a 
"tip !Sfre ... Uri ... te ........... lad_ of .eulOttc ..... 
the hJPOth •• s.. _. tid,.: ~. ftYe wr4e eveke _re 
aute" re.,... ill tile ....uu daaa daq cia ia tU .. mals, 
... tlte· fou WOH. tDhl1Jlt web nt,.... i. tile .... tic. but 
he1Ptea it or ... odiei' ld.ad of .... ,.... iD the nozmal •• " 
The ratio va. tkat of the total five word reapoaae 41~ 
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applied as well, such. ... a comparison of rgponses to the 
buffer _rUt a c:::.omparuon of number of mental blocks, 1.e., 
si.tuattoaa 1n which four seconds or aore were r841uh'ed .y tke 
subject to live a respot1.8e to the staula WON, aa.d also 
the number of zero JIlts to stimuli. 
17. IBSIAIUIl IIIICILt CCIIIIO'lD WID II-I, 
IBDft, , 
Cakuld. (1'Ja) .. Willi .. (1960) teat •• vanous 
posa.lb111ttes ... appeare. to ba", •• efla_ some of the limlt. 
that tid. JGI. t •• t caa reach 1n uau.las such .. vape 
factor ....... t1. We1sser'ber's work (19.54) oa Mtse'faratl_ 
solved 11&1.\1 quutt..8 tIlat could be askM •• t_pera.ture 
effects. an. o. the re1at1_ "tweea .. tal and ph)''s101o&1cal 
perseveratio.. Kehres (1950) explored the poss1b111tle. of 
harasameat of the subject (and ind1rectly the effect of rapport 
be:tweea S ad I) 14 tlle takiug of the II..£. IQJ1 test. A.U of 
tilt. expenaeat&t1ou haa tirect H4r1q 011 tile B-1. Pta re.t. 
18. IIIGAftft n-,. a CRllloAU,. - 0.'7 
.... lfRI mmL U62. 
th. <>verall cornlat1mt. of JIlPl III ad IQI. 1l for the 
1962 locma 8tu4y on f..-lea 1s ...0.'7. rollCNlq 
McNemar·s (1956) illustration of ana.lysis of variance, 
the correlation ratio is significant at or beJUnd the 
0.05 level, but not at the 0.01 level (aee the fol1owina paS.). 
The significance of the linear correlation is at at' 
beyond the 0.01 level. Testing for UIlear1ty of 
regressioa. the values do not t!pPnach the 0.05 lwel 
CiI'f'$'t. by half; the ItJpothesis of U.aeal'ltJ is not dis-
,1'''''' (the au11 hypothesis is DOt rejected). 'thus. the 
Cf;>rrelatloQ, co.fficiettt;~y be suitable, the function 
~<1 
ma1 be ltaeal', 4J1CI the personalit,. factors so measured 
ad exp.N8se4 may be thou .. t of as IJ1rtg on a cont1nu~. 
70 test the possii)iU.ty of other scales of the 
.n beiDa _1'8 1. accol'cI with the JOlt keto. the 
AaxietJ Iaclex of Welsh and the. lao Streqth Scale of 
Barron were scored. and tabulated. !he Amciety Index 
ha.d a fair corresponcta.ee (rough rank 1'.. -0.56) 
with the !Glt btlo. The IS sbt.ntred little (rank r. 
• .. 0.17) col'relat:lA1l wtth the JR. I.. 
~Ig ~ ~1~;~18 ~£ Oln 0 ~h .5" ..... ot SOUR<:e- 5G\u<\~~5 .!.:\' 
325 'l. , I 
32.0 \I 0 L.R.. ,\.6 \ 
2.75 \0 , \ 
2.50 9 0 D~\l 55.8 a 
225 8 0 
200 7 I \ ?lEO-TW. \5\ 9 
1'75 I> 0 
1M !) I I Wln~\N 69 1'2-
125 ~ I \ 2. 
\00 -~ I • 'L Rl=",. \ Li8.S 20 
15" 2. I I 2 
-
SO \ I " 11\ I I ~ 
2S 0 , " 
"" 
lo\A.~ 2.20 A . 21 
0 , 
~.",~ I ~ I: , 5 '+ 2.'2. 2. 0 o , 22 
(') 1 9 '" \ II 8 ?> I <:I 0 Q 0 z.60 
z.'i~ '19 \~, \0' \ 31 2.8 5 I o 0 o fJ i~~ 
;s:. '\9 m. Ita 100 \ 14 \1> '\.5 .5 0 o 0 Q HIS 
1.)38~-60/Z2. 220.4 n'L· \5\/Z20.4=.687=.69 
z}384-'3\S- 69 n '" -.85 
~J '315 -60/,22 -/5/ 
SCA1TfRGRM\ COQR€L~T\QN G -.57 - .. '& ... 3249 
t\) (.~Z'l-9) (zZOA·)'" 7\.6 . 
b) (1:- .'32'\9) (2.20A) = 148.8 
c) (.687 - .3249)(220A) = ??8 
F, SlGNIHo\NCE: O~ CQRlZtlP-.1\ON RATlO Z.9\ n,·9 Y\a.-\Z 
-SIGNIFICANCE; ~T ~ND S~OND .05 ((.'00 \(EQmQ~O AJ .O?) 
\lP.~l~""'C.E:: 
€:'\\IY\A'''' 
'71.0 
697 
\6.17 
~.15 
TLt~ 
f1 SlGNlflCn.NtE Of r (UNfP-ol< CORR£LAll0N)9.62 '~"I \1,-20 
-SIGNIFlCANC£~' ~NO Se'YONl) .0\ LS.IO REQUIRED AT .01) 
F~ ut-.\f.~"R\lY OF R~GJ2ESS\ON? \,2\ n,· B (\1." \2 
NOT .O? L~\lE.L a~ 1'1.. (2..85 REQUlR.€O) 
THUS \.WPOtHfS1S O~ UNEf\R\TY NOT D\SPROVED. 
DIAGRAM: ~GNIFICANCE OF CORRE~ATION 
BEfWEEN IR AND PGR-R (HOENE, 1962) 
19. COlUSl'ONDINCE OF HOENE STUDY v.TU'B 
':11gB. nm>m 
The hfPOthe.s1s tllat fflll1&ale subjects would have 
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aeons of U. aM ... witllll1p upt1 ... e coft.l.U.OG was 
bone out (product a •• eat ~. I: -0.57) P tlle JioeQe 8tu47. 
""en .... the fu~the~ h".theab tUt ~ ... coei1ictcmt of 
coft81atio •• Hul4l 1Je hlah for tins,.. •• (in NI) to tA. 
alat_ ...... " J:Wl apiDst the data of Rett-lobler. 
~aak con.lat"" (wIlldt correlate. the raaks Qr orders of 
..... P'CNp aeaa response lD oae • .,le with p-oup mean. 
res,...e 1a another 1D NIl fK each "f sixteen words) of 
le~r"'ler aro.,. vith Wl1u..s va 0 ••• with Cabaasld. 
0.80 and with tile .,.. .... 0.78" the s.. raak coJ:relat1oa 
01 110ft napeue of CahaMki wlth Wl111au was 0 .. 94 • .p,u4 of 
Cabaukl vltll the Boeae study 1,.87. The a .. eorrelat1on )'/f;' 
.f tlle Vill1 .. p:ouf with the Ioeae atuq _s 0.85. 
rhus t the r •• ulta were consist.eat a:a4 comparabl~ on the 
u.sf,s of the JIGI. aeaa responses. repriless of other 
persoaalit,. vmabl .. anti ~lr effect. upon the s1n8le 
per801l'. total or .... or ...... lo "'1'8. 
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:0. Wg1.EN ,u"ID lft)t 
Since the female subjects yielded lcores on tbe 
Intezuallzation Ratio from very biab to very low, an 
.nallSis of this aroup in the threefold separation of ~e 
low five, mlG41e twelve and the blah five subjects, 
Ji,.eld.e4 the foll.nq correlatloafl the low X .. scoriq 
aroup vit.h Il.r:r .... bl.r (totaled) 0.6', the h1att .coriAI 
,roup with the same. 0.16, the 111441e aroup, 0.70; the 
m1cWla sccl1.r&& ;roup with C~k1 was 0.91 (his p'oup .... 
8-,"4 to 'be c1c1d1. or IKl1:mal). these correlations ind.1c.ate 
that WGIIolU I'espcm.d to the IGlt 'fest eouwh&t s1m11arly to 
... This:La bome out apiu by the similarity of mean 
.eapoapea, where the Hen-Ioble%: totaled mean was 303. tile 
Caba:wlld. mqu. 443. the Willi .. m ..... , 342, and the 
present mea. 340. !he "neuJ;'OticsU of the groups fol'mea. 
~ WQI.HU Jw.ve differ1tig scores. 4.4 the middle II:OUP$ 41'. 
h.omc ... ~~ . throuP ceparl.sOQ of Caltanakt's group with 
tle ,resent. aud. with tae report" mea JlGI.I. of 0.81 f... 0.. 
krr.bhler acn:ul sroups (Caballski, 0.95, Boene, 1.(5). 
21e a"'IR.·Il899UJIJtG8 
the hJPOtbesla that the., ,..,1. _ .... their 
........ '"' _me .. , dlsouak _* JIIr1 ... H4 lGa leec 
aa4 tIaat the latenalf.u.Uoa ........ tile II ... JIll. .. 1.0 
.. a lltP oonelac'- ........ 1 ... .. 
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UI I:f: IJI. IMI. .. S!dIiCAIt tIS.,. 
A "all ccn:relaUoa betweea th an wrf.ttea tat .. 
the Na 'Iut of restfMt8e to ~t1oul1, t_ad worcis ro.e.a.eure4 
tllrouah a pAys1cal ...... leads _ exparl.aeAter to &Gvaace 
more quat"". ... of these wouU look to the 108.81bt11t, 
of tile 101. !e.t as .... lblJ pnrdtiq a .... u" of the 
claar .. of tho.. tAlIIAeac.1u madf .. t_ 111 .. 111ft. ,mftle. 
Api., if the lateraaU.zatioA Batie, _-tch ta,s s1,x of tile 
'1t(\t~1 of tU..x. caa be cone1ateli witll tb.a ratlaer brief 
ad luuahtfoxwari llen .... olU' 1ft le.t, tIt_ the 
PHslllilitie. of tile ... of tb.la ddrt7 ad.lWte test 1D 
c.,pcU_ wi. tlle cl1td.cal "tttlli ad pnce4ure bun 
serious •• s14ar&t1oa. ne fact that .,.ri.Matal pSlcRoloatsts 
of &l1 tf.aes Ita". voa-ke4 with the p.,..plva.oaeter. at 
first with taatJ.tu1aara and til_ vith dl"'J. showed that there 
was some way of pild.Q,& & lUiUlsw:e of emotioul cont:rol (or 
ita lack) if oa11 the)' could pU tlleir fiQPr on 1t. 
Se«d.a&lJ the Herr-Kobler IGJ. teat offers one pos1U.va etep 
in tkia direction. 
2\ Other Sc!l,G, of the a .. ! !il\ Tess 
na B-K !G& 'lest not ouly has the J(& I.atto scor1aa 
syst~ &vailable. but with the accurate record of s8COlds 
photoarapbecl at all time •• and in adelitio. for on-set of 
stimulu.s aa4 for "erbal reac.tioa t ..... many other scal .. are 
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available. 'the .c~les .;:.ou.l.lt:t...c1;~d for the al.1,a17si3 are 
the Sum. which 1s s~ly the sum of all the 1.0& 1GB. 
~cores for the s1xte~lilmOtJ.crull11 toned words, divided 
1.11 10. the lU;. which is sum of se~ondl3 recorded from the 
ou.,.set of the stimul\1s (a. 'Word) to the be&iWliD.i of the 
i'Gl. uflectlo,", the in. ra.tio. 1I11t1\ the loa I'GB. score for 
the ~1xteea buf •• w,,.,;d., to, sYmIlatloa divUed b1 tbe 
loa Na. £CCtre for Ute $uteen emotloaal11 taned. words 
in IiiUill.ll&ti.oa. u.d. tha 1.11. the ratio of the loa 1GB. of 
t.e ..... IN%t .~ t1t.a teat, U1 aWDlll&tioA, divided hI the 
10& JQ total 0: the f1%at part. 411 these scalCJB were 
~ Oil ob.erva.U.(t1i\ of subjects, available appara.tus. ad 
ou.... I:.uea:r:dl ..... aUZ6a. ~.lIA&e 1J.l. "lJasie n was 
eouUft.red. tU a pesalble soune .f sul. ¢Outl:uetiou .. but 
wa.a aot ~lwl_. 
TIl. METHODOLOGY 
1. Problem 
The cOl"relation between the PGR Ratio and Welsh'l In-
ternalization Ratio (m) gave evidence of a continuum running 
trOll an extreme of personl who internaliZe d.itficul t1&s through. 
a more normal middle region to another extreme of those persons 
who externalue or act out in the face ot difticult!es. Thil 
continuum appears to ret.r to both men and women, but with 
this dmerence 1n scores, that the men have their two 8core. 
1n positive correlation, the women in negatift. 
2.. "MIDDW OJ' OOHTDroUM AMBlQUOUS 
B7 observation, certain poJ"aonl acored in the "middle 
region" CAJ both tests and thus faU into \'be "normal- category 
on this two dimensional 871tem. Som8 or th .. e have a balanced. 
and construct.ive way ot working out their difficulties, but 
others were quite unbalanced it one considered other seales 
and other crit.eria (auch as judpent. from peers), yet who 
eseaped the acl"Ut1rW of the two ratios used .1 the .. l_ted 
mH8ures tor the c01"'l'81atlon. 1rcm. the nature ot t.he nt, ttl loh 
ls produced b7 diY1dinc or the "aoeel" scores b,. tho "oharacter 
disorder- Icores, such a case misht be predicted, tor one reason 
sinee a ratio score or unity 18 tbe theoretiCal nona ot the II, 
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8S 
and for another since the Lie score, FaJd.ng aoore" Paranoid (6) 
lOON and Scht.oid (8) More do not enter into determination or 
the Rntio soore. 
,. 'mE "BALANCED- MID "APATHETIC· TO II SEPAUTED 
Al.ot in the PGR Test it would .... that those 
per.ema who are relat1veq apathetic and who respond to any 
atbNlu nth about the .... effeet would end with a ttJdddle" 
acore rather than at an extreme. It 80. they would be contused 
with the "balanced- individuals when lined up on the afore-
mentioned oontinuum. Welsh has warned that the IR does not afford 
a good. metric when several. ot the profile .cores are elevated 
(above 70). The first problem. then, would be to ettect this 
separation of the hypothesized normal and apathetic. 
4. DISCRIMINATION NOT POSSIBLE THROUGH THESE iWSURES 
The troubla 1s that the measures used heretofore do 
not haw the selectivit,y to distinguish. Probably the "apathetic" 
would be people who do not oharacterist1cally act-out nor 
internaU.se their d1f'tioulti •• wt rather deny that sucb exist 
and atteapt a d.rea-world existence in which they perforce appear 
apathetic. 
As a tirst exploration, it might be IlJUggested that 
80me other measures trom. the tw -teats" be taken to see whether 
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the -middle group-, at leaat, could be separated into normal and 
apathetic. Howewr, neither ot the testa seem to have single 
scale., developed wh!chwill accO!!lp11sh the separation. 
5. A NEW TES'r, wrm SCAtES OF Au.. :1 !JmTS, BROOGH'l' 
1'0 BIAR 
To eftect the separa:tion, and to explon the domain 
opened up through the aeparat.1on, another personality test 
should be introduced, and the correlated test SCONa (on 
carefullY' aelected variables) tactor analyzed. The simple 
structure emerging from. this very powerful tecmique should show 
whether an adequate separation bas been effected, and also 
describe the relationships within the domain. Such a struoture 
18 the criterion ot lUoeeS8 and significance. The TAT Sequenoe 
Anal7s1s should be an .. p1; 'tool, linee the TAT 18 a little 
d1tterent than the other two, relying a. 1t does upon the person's 
own creaU..,. abUity .. and ,..t 18 s1m1lar in 'that 1t reveals a 
penon' a a1;t1t.8 and characten.Uc unner ot dealing 1D various 
8ituations. TbJoough \be TAT and the taetor analY8is, the separat-
ion 18 read1q expected, and v1th 1;h1s reaul1; a new dimension of 
personal1v will stand forth. !he predicted d1menslona are 
IbtSlar to thou ant1c1pated b1 Funkenstetn, linl It Drolette, 01" 
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__ R08 ...... ic with hie uvapUI'd:U:ft, 1DtropulU.,. dSMna101l', 01" 
lJ.r cn..kley who .-akI of P8J'Chot.1e, .... \10 aucl p.,.hopaVdo. 
!be pnb1ea of ,anful .election of .. alee and 01 1cl4mt.1.1)1.q \M 
t ..... 1th1oh appall' lldatttecll:y 1. not eaey. !o lind. at ~alt 
tbne I.tar • ...... tou 01" tift soal •• lMtlofll1nl to euh teet. 
H ....... , 1n thie .,1oI'aWlT ...,. it Ute upeoted 1J8p&1"at1cm 
11 .n_w aDd it a 1_10 .tNefMN •• be Want1t1lcl, __ a 
,...."1 of uevate acale con.VuotiOft MY be entereel (at • 
htu. el.te) and _ltidiaeDllou.llClalinl .&17184 ou.t. It 18 
.... W that. fteh lCIallns ...,. be bepn tbreq,ll \he 41nrild.naan 
hMtioa. An \hr'M teN vau14 profit b.r ru. "_arch, and 
,.....uV teltd.DI u4 tbeor;r a4Yan0e4. OV pNbla 11 t.bat 01 
tM fir • .,1 •• \10 .. 
6. Ie II!!!! 
S1Qr ftuleauj .. te are te.," 1d.t.h tbe \hne 
pel"lOUl.ltt tene. !he .\1bJ .... are 11nc1e ..en nth q. 
~ .... n 14 .. ~ ,...... !ba MMPI 18 liTe 1D tbe 
boo1c1et t.., 1d. til it. S66 ataw.nte Juclpd "tNo" or ·talae". 
!he 11-1 ,. ten 11 adad.nistered vh1le eaplOJinl the 
LoJ'Ola P.,.._p.l~terw1th 1ta ...... attu-.t.. Los PQB 
am ... oat. of tiM 1D Nspon .. &H !aporiant MaI\U"II to be 
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.~kia", •• the l"eaUDc' whiCh 7JaW tile .. M&IIQN ... a~teS'1de4 
to with grea .... Wi. \'ban en *0" of tM aPM1t1o 1IDI'Cl 
11'" ta a.aoo1aUon toUOld..Dc the 1~UenI"01"" 1"1Ibt ...,. 
the ftrn tld.Da tba~ .... \0 ,.our a1aI.- b ,Up .~ plio .. 
srapb1a J*PW 18 ~l¥ 4ewlAtpM ..... t. neoN ~ 
.............. _\b tM wri:'.n DO .... . 
.. U! it p .. n. 11M 1De~ t.h&\ the ftbJ'" 
wi ... a ..,. vi. the lwlp of tile oud., ... t.or,r I .. · _It 
..... ~1 ... ,t.ft1In ............. tile 'buU te tile nor~" 
dwp ., .. If oucIe t. _ 'M1DI ........ tbeft taaa 
....,.. ,1M tAt .............. 1, t, ), k. 6, 7, 8, 
10, n. U. 14 .. 10, _1ft la an. De"~ ta told to 
_w .-iId.DC Uppn; tu, ... , to ........... 1s.a'r1III • ,~ 
... .. ....... De tlt • ...,. ....... ~s.. u .. _tJaod ued 
t. ~. ft. __ 3 ...... ....sac ... __ ..... \a'b'Glaw. 
? IlPaDlllflL JBOCIDUU IPIOXfIO to 1-& ,. !I8f 
.. --~ 
, ..naa eoU pl. ......... 111. pbotocrapJd.e 
reli*Wat1on ....... ..... lD euoreat t10w ... ~ \M 
'tVS.ou NIpoA'" ............ twa I'M'" .. w'bS.ft. ..... wi'tea 
..... ~. bet .... ,\lalu ... V. ...... 1 ... .
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atter the IIl8ld.aum drop. from these mea.sures it 11'&8 pos.ible to 
ooapu te chance in ohms reaiatanoe. change in conductance, and to 
reter both of these to the basic re.istance value.. !be verbal 
response. were recorcled in writins, the nution time. through 
pbotopoaphio noord1n,. 
The l'AJOla Pqohogalvaaometer (bu.Ut b:r Berr and Oebora, 
US) .. bt:d.lt. witA the special object or hav1n& & control over 
the &Met of current, 1ib:roup \be subject, during the measu.r8lleJ'lt 
of hie c&l't'8n1o rena. fhe traditional "open" tne bridge 
o1nult, al.wa7' ____ that. d1ft ... t aaoun\s of eurrent now 
through the dilt_.t eubjeoM, dependinl upon \b.e _ount of their 
baliC botil¥ re81.t&nee. tbwI the ooapariSOft of ODe person's 
1'8tl.B with another bee0l88 cU.tficut or .'Mn meaningle •• vithoU\ 
... 0CIIPla: tnoefonation. HOftO'MJ', tha open bridge w1ll 
deli .... I. hlP • curnBt to ... low-re.1stun subje.te that 
tM7 bee_ OGlllOio_ or the eUft'Clt, arid the PVPO" ot thII studT 0 
et the retlex 1a lost • 
.,. u1D 41tt1cJul..,. in the conswuet,1on of thi. inatl'u-
_t ooaaa boa \he taot. \hat tbe ~nc ooU" galyanoaeter baa 
to be OI'it.1ca~ damped, 01' .,1.. U. swing. of the be_ wU1 not 
ret1eot ohaRps in hl"Nat with the proper seq ...... tiM-
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relations. Woodworth (19)8) makes DO mention of tb1s dU'.f1oult7 
vhan he describes the -olosed" tJpe machine .. but he 18 nat realll' 
discussing the galvanometer ... - rather only the resistances 1n the 
various arms of the bridge. Having achieved. a "constant current-
through S when balanced, we now have variationa in voltaps, but 
within the ranges desoribed itl the following setup, these do not 
oaue any notable dU'ticulV. 
i'be movilll co11 unit is produaed by the G-K Laboratorie •• 
It i.e or the 4'ArlOnval twl, very sensitive and ;yet ve17 ru,ae4, 
with Ii period of 4 HO •• and sensitivity per _. din. ion of 
8Cale 160 .. from mirror. 0.06 aiCl'oapel"U- Inten1al res1stame 
of the movinc c011 18 100 obtu. External resistance .e4ed for 
critical damp1nc 11 1000 ohu. 
'l'be tll:d:t 18 very easy to lIOunt, siDe. the arms of the 
JJl&f,Mts have tlanpa CR wh1ch t.hI whole auperud.on barlga. The 
knob on top ot the unit :lB ~u8table tor the _ro point. up to 
.:to _gees eS:ther wq. Thtt total nlnl 18 in aqular d.et1eet:loa 
40 eleen-. lad :La refleeted ligltt, 80 clecre.a, thi. 14n beiD& 
r .... 1¥ uMble 14th photoll'aphU paper but very uHhl .tor vieual 
recordl:na-
'J.'be constl"llction of the br1<lp described below .. re~ 
requires prec1aion eoUa (l.oacl 1/'2 watt) t. t.btt tu.d &nU, 
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and. equall1' gaduated steps in the two variable resistors, steps 
of Sooo ohu tor the master and 500 tor the vernier. 
\I 
S1DM oUITent t.brfmgb. Wi4p 1. constant at all \Ws, 
er1t1oal claap1nl alOWs all -tree n1nca- of 0011 due te its 
.. proper period of 4_ ad. be.. the de1'l.eotlon. are t1"'l18 plotures 
of ohanges Sa "S-. (S... a180 the peoul1al' rat10'.) necUodes 
.. of eoppw plate, 1/2 z 1-1/2 1nohes, 1atattrMd 1ft 0.11 saline 
eolutlO1'l 1D two cUP', the 101utioa 110 be stirred at lnterftla of 
ten aimtaa. Total ct.ar.Nnt through the bride. when balll'1Oed : 
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0.000160 amp. (160 miCl'oamp.). The _alf.lred ehang. in current 
through S for a drop of 3$0 oblu 1.e one (1) microampere 1norea.M. 
Vo1taces across S vary nth hie a. An S of >.500 obu au only 
0.88 volts, lJ'bttreas one ot $0.000 obma ,eta e.o volts. ~Iean R 
tor this setup is 30,000 cHluJ 8Uoh a subjeot pt,a 4.80 volta, 
an optill.'WIl. An elaborated dUcus810n of this type 1U.Ohine aa1 
1 .... e ru.y be toWlCl in Wei'serber' a (19$1) thosia. 
b. l"b~_" 
The .ubj.o". wen &1 .... n the 1 ... 1 fOR. Test Oft 
atteJ'1lOeJla or ill ... 1y .... 1d.Dc. in a auJ.l, quiet room with the 
taperatUft ftl"1inI Ina 70 to l' _pee. r. 
c. the Sttmulul Lie, 
p --
Each subject in the P(Il. fest was given the s.e 
listot words and requ1re4 to respond in the usual manner or tJ-ee 
asaoeiation, i. a., tts. right away what you first think 01"'. 
The lilt .s •• pec1&117 prepare4 t .. te.t1.ng the strength of the 
..,ttonal l'Gspon .... After each e1llOtio~ ton$d word there was 
innrted a Muiral word. Four or tlve additional 'butfer words 
were used betore each •• asured .... ion 1n order to teat tlw 
oonatancy of tlle basic re.i.ta:nce dur1nc tb.e adaptation period. 
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The tu. requ1ftd tOf' the actual .Itlng, with the butt .. , 
em.otlonal aDd. nOn-eJlotlonal word., wal on the aVlrap thir'V 
ainute.. 'the _otional17 toned word. in oN.r of preeentatlon 
are. ,Uk, hiP, love, maid, lin, cloNd, hospital, albaaed, 
-, open, pain, God, "Ithem, tnuble, chvch a4 braaat. 
The butter word., WeN identical with thole uaecl previouI17 in t.be 
Berr-Iobler, Oabanaki and VUlt •• ~nts. Albrechtt , 
the ... (US! and 1951) are worth oonaulUns concernina the 
reapo ... to wrds. 
d. 2!5!!~t.1on 
The Sqprdtranatonat1on make. 1 t po.llble 
for tbe renlts or t.be prel.t iaft.t1ptlon to b. 00lIIp8I'I4 with 
the ,..nlt •• ~ b,y Seft' aDd lobI .. (19S3 It 19S6), \V' Caban-
... (USS), mS b7 Willi_ (1960), allot *ea l1Ie4 Haad 
....... 
The Wltwia wtdoh Regard eua .. ata tor tbe 
u .. or the VaD.torution are (1) aorulq of 41atrlbutlon of 
laalard banatoraat1on _orel, (2) equal internl _all aar ... 
the whole ran.. ot 'basic re,1atano., from high to low. The,e 
oriteria are .. t tor all tbrM .tu41 •• mentioned above, as aq 
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be ... n by plotting, .s lerr did, tbe He1'l"*loblar, WU1iaml, 
and. Cabauld oODt'el"t.ed laggard score. agalnn their respect1" 
basi.s. 
e. fOR Ratio 
• 
PGJ. lat101. den '984 from the tJ'anstormad. 
800rea t .. flft of tbe word. (hiln, ol.osed, open, pain and. God) 
divided. by ...... for tour of the words (slok. _atheart, 
trouble aD! ohuroh). Mean l"atiol tor lao nona1 Mn are arouncl 
0.80, and I'anp tna o.ko \0 Lto, hea previous studie •• Kea 
ratiN ,. 1&0 _vette. ( .. Il) Wft 1.24 and ranged troa 0.10 _ 
8. COIlIILlTlORI or SCALII. lI, PGR a, AI1J 
.J. ATm'ODES 
HaYJ.nc 8O.red the three testa, cornlatlona an run 
be __ tb8 t.ntemaUsaUon ratio aeore. ot the M'MPI, the PaR 
ra\i. Oft "- lI-X POI ten. ard the atti~e rating on the fAY. 
The. oo.t":Nlatlou an tlUtn oompared with otMn reporteclln 
"_arah, to p\ a better p10.e of their a1gn1tioanM. 
9. COISftUClIOI OJ" 0TBIlt SCALES 
to .... olAt_17 ett .. , the separation, and to lIOn 
eure17 outline tM d1Muloullty so 'entativel,y etteoW, other 
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potI81ble seales of the MMPI, I-I PGR and. TAT are selected d 
tried tor theJr "tit". It would be pe.sed that ... of well 
seale. would oorrelate p<Kr17 with the m of the MMPI and thl 
PGI ll, but correlate wen with the negatlft at.titude, apathetic 
ami 8Ch1.Uptmmle aale ot tbe TAT. !h .... are ..... tho singl. 
_ales possible tor euh test, tour other. tor the MMPI ad B-1 
PCI\ 'fen and two otlt.er. tor the TAT ...... eOlllJVu.oted. 
10. OJIfIOID MlTRQ1) 0'1 'l'BUltS'l'OD AID JW>.IAL ROTA'lIOI 
II FACl'Oll AlAU;SlS 
raotor anal.781f1 tollowinl the centroid.· method of 
11a.uzt ... maku up the axt locioal ate'J the rotation to 8111ple 
~ur. 'IIIIlI be oan1ed ou.t br· the aethod of two-41:aenelenal 
_'lou (radial rotation) a1lo mutrated by 'fhvetone. !be 
.. al., or variable, are gt.ftn the JI1Ilber, 1 (Ill) J 2 (raPaSo), 
:J (AI) ... (OIl. 5 (SAl). 6 (1)1 ., (at" 8 (POll I» 9 (II! 1>1 
10 (1121), 11 ('fA,s.}J 12 (TATN), l:JFA'\.,. 14 (A). 1$ (a). 
16 (e), 11 (Ph 18 Cr." 190'1). PNm 1 ... 5 we haw MMPI .alee, 
tr. 6-10 the 11*1 ,. lOal.8, .. U .. 1' \be TAT 1IOal •• j with 
1$-1' again fl"oa the _I, ... factor "alee. 
U. SIOKIFICAJlCII or STBUC'.ftlU DmICA'l1)) SOUGH LOW 
Im.'EICD1U'tILlTIOJf OF J'ACTOIS 
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run u.ing .cal •• one to tbirttMn (1-13), and the s.cond factor 
analysis using scales tift to n1.newen (S-l". Cosine matric," 
wUl .hoW the degree .t tntereorr.lat1on of factor. - to b. 
dif'terent factors, they lho\lld not oorrelate highly. Iclenti-
11oat1on or -t.nterpretaU." of the tutor. toU1!ld in the 
.tn.ctUN .... up tbe last major ltep. Scale. 111 til hea'7 
lo-inc. in the tutor. 11ft olll" to the :l9ntUicatlon. 
It. Ol.1ILPCftD'S STBPa III Florea AIALYSIS 
!H ... tepa feU_ the order .ugceated "" GldltOl'd 
(is'S,) ta 'UtI ... lp of fa~.1a 1Jma.U&aUcmat 
(1) .. l.eet .. appl9J)riate __ in t .. imttltJ.catttm, (2) deft18p 
b.J'po1ihe ... ooawel"ft1Dg the faotors ln tbe 4...s.n, (3) IUltab1e 
ten •• bould be _18oW or oOll81riruoted. (14' .. leet a eu1table 
poplllaUol'l' (5) obia1n a • ..,18 of adequate s1M, (6) extract 
the factors with oOla\Ul&l1t1e1 1n toM d! •• _1 0.11. of the 
oorrelat.1on atrix. tben rotate "tere .. "8, (7) 11'lterpret 
the rotated factors. An ei&hth atep could 'be devel0pe4 t"lll 
QuilloN' 8 preseatatlon of tecbn1que., where he tol1OWI the 
"1nterpretatiOll of factor" 14th an animation of lactor. in 
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13. THB 8m ftlPl ESTDUTION or rAC!OB.S D PllSONS 
THROUGH D!SCRIMItfAlt'1' P"JNOTIO!r 
With respect to thi. eighth step, nsher's 
discriminant hnction has applioation" emplOT1ng seales with 
high loadings in a totor (the i'unotion can be eal.culatec! tour 
t1us 10 that each tactor i. a8"8eed) as a ban. tor selection. 
The locat.ion of the subjects in "apace- through theb> t s' 1001"8. 
obta1Ded in th1II d1lJcr1ll1nant anal¥ru (Johneon, 1949, Johnson 
" " .. ., 1JS'9) .,. be eou1dere4 .. a bednn1n& of au1t.l-
cU8n.:1cmal eoalina. !he results can 'be l"OUgb~ ebnnd. tor we 
shOQ.ld not. apeet 10UftI mut. to be as "tar OIl'" as a &rOUP of 
de11nq. __ • 
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
A. llISULTS 
1. OORBELATIORS 
The oorrelation orD with PO& I t.U hOlt -0.$6 in the 
.arlJ.er studT \0 -0.2$ in the pn .. nt., in thi. 0 ... with the 
u ... f 60 h1>~"". !be 00l'1'81a\1o. of D with t. Aft. of 
theTNtu /O.n. !hat of P8 Jl vith !A.f t AH. 18 -0.13. 
OIl the· basi8 of the .. 8Oft"elatione. ., 0_ woul4 u.pect \e 
lOO\l!'atelJ' d18t~ the "nonlal- .rr. the -apatbnuft .. 
they lS. a1o,. the 1ntern.alJ.a.U.~t1on oont1ml\l1l • 
... ...,..., iM OOl"ft1a\1onl ... ..., D,po .. lb~ 1 .. , eo u.. DIItX'b 
step 1s in order, that u, the OOJTllaUon of tbe firK 13 
variables aDd their p1 ..... \ 1ft • _trix tor ll\llt1p~ 
tactor a.nalplt .. 
I. rAOlCR AMtrSIS I 
!lw ari~ _au of \be ftrlablea an! the etandud 
dnlatlona of the 60 au.bj.o. 111 13 nrla'b1 •• are .alou1ated 
(Table 1). !be oorrela\1on _triX 18 1ald out (Table 2). 
!be faotorlal .1utlon 18 ta1:r~ olear out, in four taotorl, 
though the 4th tae\ol' 18 rather weak (fable 3). !he 
.entroid _tbod waa ued. 'the ""atlon to .tr\loture bT the 
two-d1Mnelonal s.Uone, radial _thod (Table 4) )"1eldl • 
aolut,lon aDl an oblique simple atruotur. wh1ch warranu 
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Yttllt1tlcatioll of tactor. (Figure 1). Faetor 1 appeara to 
bit internaUllat10n with 1t. t.aV loadings 1ft teat or Tartabl.s 
S Csan) mil (1ntemal1satlOll side of Welsh's m). 'actor 
2 appe ... s to be apatbT or "his.SAI tendeD81', with 1t. heav 
loadingl in Mgat1ft attitude (TU."table 1.:3) mel in varlab1e 
2 (part of wh10h 11 Se soalM). ractor l 'ISq _11 be 
ut.ernal.iaaUon .J' pqehopatMs "Dd.eDOJ', w11ih 1" b1g 
1oM1na b POI. a (ftriable 8). 1' .... h 18 ... 01_11" 
a .... taW 1I1th f.tor 1, .. it .. ocme14erecl, _,. be tabm 
as an int .... aUoa taotor, a factor of bal..... It hal 
lIOderate lHdlDp fA .... tablAt 1. It..,. eonta1i1 ... of 
the chance or apparen\ "ba.lJmeee of ......., ..... loB. 
The cl1.seJttld.aDt hut10ll was appl1«l next, where, 
fao" l7r tactor \he 60 hbJeatI ..... put to .orut1l\Y'. 
TNt 60 .... cl1Y14ecl tentaUftlJ'1Bto two &rOUP' on tb8 
buil of h1gber OJ' lowv 100ft8 1n the seale. or -.a"'-
_nUoDld. !be d1aor1ldna\1en .. ude thl'ee t1:raea, tor 
... thMe tao_I, 1, 2. ani ), leaTina a .pocP group 
aDd a 1t'ba4- fP"OU.P each u.. Tlut Hnlta are d1n1Bct. 
!h18 pod. and bacl deeilnaUon iain aceOPd with t.he 14.a 
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that. people handle d1ttloulties badlT in tbree V.,-I. Tho. 
o .. a or aubjaotl who erded 1n t'he ftgoodft group 1ft aU 
three In''Ut1D1ea wre oonsidered. 1x) haw see degree of 
balance, and ware found to be providing .. h of the 
vartanoe f .. tutor t.. The disc:rbdnat1ons are shown in 
11£tlft I, A, 13, _ C. 
The "rot, of anal7.is I Wioate .l1qua s1aple 
nncstuft. Sub "M tn. ponulaw, so \hat t.b8 bnO\b.e ... 
oonneeW nth \lUI explora\ca7 fsctor an~81s haw been 
~. i01lRrftr, 8Cr\1't11\r 01 table S, shov.lDa the 
:lIlierCfJl'NlatloD aaV1x wbloh a'7 .t a8 a Idnd ot -teat 
of aign1tlo .... -, reveala ... 1a1r:q hich CO.WI, w!.lh 
wou.1cl __ eoDli_able Oftrlap aM .... dependence of 
lactor.. I_vert the eosines are •• 11 eD.O'fJ&h to be 
acceptable in weh .. explO1"atlon. Tbe o'bviou. prooe4we 
would be to oon\1m1e the ~u, and whl1e th1a .ant 
1Ieek. of caleulation, the work .... ~ 
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With the purpose at dropping the IR (variable 1) from the 
taotor anal.yais tor sake at exploration, a. second factor 
anal)rsis ftS run. The variables S through 19 were emplayed, 
with variable 5 usQd as a tasmd with the MMPI "factor,- of 
Welsh introduced as scales. An obl1qua atructure ,1rdlar \0 
that of thetasto emerged, 1:n acoord with Welsh'. findings 
of A (~). I ("pre_ion), a (oontrol) and P (pqohotio). 
HOIIt'e'VW. the A and. P an related, and P is not greatl,. Hp&-
rated Ira a (008ina: ... 3S1). 
fbe ... OM structure 1s a rath8r cle.. ,olut.ion, more 
detift1te than tM fUst, as bona out b7 the saaller cOI:ln8. 
in the MOoDS. of the two oofd.ne _tr1ee. (Table S). 
auUtord (l9~) tina a eosine as mc- as ..... ~81 acceptable, 
10 the •• 35118 aooeptable in tb1I caM. In the second 
ob11q_ .tncture, I.tor. , with II present thi. ta1rll' 
large GO.W, wh10h vould .an \hat 3 and 4 are not .. 
indepeMent of each other as are factors 1 and 2 and , .. 4. 
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A design (Figure 6) of the two structures emphasizes the 
similarities of the two analyses~ 
6. THREE FACTORS OF MALADJUSTMENl 
The structure manifests three fa.ctors of maladjustment: 
schizoid anxiet.1, impulsive "repression» and over-control or 
internalizing. The fourth factor (psychotism?) picks up a 
bit of the first and third, and thus is weak, mixed and 
relatively ambiguous. Perhaps. factor 4 distinguishes the 
manic-depressive trom the internaliBation of factor 3. 
The first and second factors emerging in the second analysis 
are judged promirJ8nt as a result of dropping the Internal-
ization Ratio and adding Welsh's factor scales. 
7. DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION IN ESTIMATING 
FACTORS IN ~:RSONS 
The process of estimating factors in persons admittedly 
has its difficulties, for we cannot obtain factor scores 
directly. ! limited list of factor scores would do the 
work of several tim.es as ~ tests and do it with greater 
variance of meaning. Now, there are several ways in which 
we can cieri va factor scores. lNe could construct a pure 
test for a factor, but there are very few known factors 
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for whioh we have pure scores. Practical methods attempt 
to maximize in the score the variance in factors tha.t we 
want to measure. Guilford (19~) lists the multiple-
regression equation method and the suppression method. 
Tbe disor1m1n.ant function method does not differ greatly 
from the first mentioned method. 
8. DEFINITE ~PARATION :BY F~CTORS 
Following analysis I" scales 1, , and 6 were combined 
and higher scores .trom the si.xty cases were selected as 
predictors of internalization, or factor 1. The discriminant 
function vas applied and yielded 2 scores, means and 
standard deviations for two groups, showing a good separat-
ion of cases (Figure 2B) into a group or internalizers and 
another group. Similarly, scales 2 and "minus" 13 were 
combined and the sixty cases discriminated for the presence 
of factor 2 (sOhizoid). The rather clear separation into 
two groups emerpd th'rough this analysis (Histogram, Figure 2A). 
Finally, scales 8, 10 and 12 we~e combined and the discriminant 
analysis run as in the other two factor-score estimates. 
The result (Histogram, Figare 20) showed a bimodal group of 
oases loaded in factor .3 distinguished from another group 
not so loaded. Judged by factor loadings and the oomparison 
of intercorrelat1on matrices the secon.d rae tor analysis 
brought a better strllctllre. The discriminant r1.tnction 
broue;ht to b$ar upon the four factors of this structure 
fonr times yielded clearer separations of groups each time 
v1.th defW te n'_ers of cases loaded (and S $Cores scaled) 
in factors 1, 2 .. 3 and 4. (Histograms hA, BII C and D). 
the t tests in each disorimination were statistically 
significant beyond the .001 level. 
9. ANALYSIS (%) OF CASE-Ii} (mJNS, \\'l()RKING 
OmLS II DEIjIl'QUENrS) WITH PRE~ENCE 
OF FACTORS 
Analysis of tbe cases which showed the presence ot 
these factors in relatively high degree (Table 7) yielded 
.for eehisoid tendency: delil"llnants, 68%J working girls, '9%; 
nuns, 4%; for ps:rehol'athie t.,endeney: delinquent~1 $0%; 
work1'l1g girls, ?l%; mml! 28~J internalizing-self-blaming 
tendencyt delinq1.Hmts, 50%, workin~ girls, 29%, nuns, 21%, 
for m.anic-depressive tendencyt delimuents, 32%; working 
girls, ~l%; nuns, 47%. 
10.:> 
10. PLOT OF CASES IN 3D SPACE 
A plot of the sixty cases using z scores derived from 
discriminant analysis was tentatively arranged (Figure S). 
The location in. space emphasizes the hypothesis thnt the 
cases with high loadings are persons with problems and that 
in the race of difficulties they adjust poor~ but 
characterist1oally. 
B. A'IALYSIS OF DATA 
. 
1. INTERPRET.~TION OF THE F~.CTOP.s AS 
•• ,So, R, PR AND tNT OR C 
'!'he interpretation of .factors in ana1.yRis may often 
present major difficulties. Thus, two analyses were run 
with a ohange or MMPI variables to faoilitate the inter-
pretation here. Variable S was retained as a marker. In 
the analyses, Variable S was highly loaded in factor 1 
ot analysis I, and in factors 2 and 3 ot analysis II 
(Tables 4 and 6). Now. factors 2 and .3 ot analysis II 
appear to be much the s_ factors that Welsh has towd. 
in his factoring of the MMPI. These factors he calls R 
(repression) am C (oontrol .. lack of oontrol). Because 
the highest loading of variable $ 18 1n factor .3 ot 
analysis II, this third factor was judged to be over-
.• ··f r 
J. .... O 
oontrolled internalizing. This would leave fa.otor 2 to be 
more olearly "repression", separated from internalizing, 
and inclusive of impulsive lack of control. Factor 2 seems 
to be \,lelsh's second factor (see variable 15, Table 6), and 
sinoe this is the case it points the way to a future in-
vestigation about the validity of "repression" as a 
construct. The impule! ve side of factor 2 is indicated 
especially by variables 7, 8, 12, 13 and 1.4. The similar-
ities of factors 1 and 4 of analysis I and of factors 3 and 
4 of analysis II ma;y be oontributed by a depressive element 
in both, r.~~elY, the pess1m15m attendant with internalization 
and the depressive phase of manio depression. The higher 
loading of' variable 17 ("psyohctlemtt ) :I.n faotor 4 would tend 
to support this interpreta.tion of th.e ambiguous faotor, 
along wi. th the rather moderate loading of this same variable 
oo:m:pa.red with what it might be if deri -red from a mentally 
disturbed population. 
? IR AND PGR R CJ:YQRSr~TION AND LOADINGS, 
So SEPARABLE ._ ...... , 
r1hen we turn to the anaJ..ysis of the 19 scales, it is 
interesting to note tha.t the rehttionship of !R (Variable 1) 
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and l'GJ. I. ('fariable 8) broupt about throush means of the 
two factor aaalysas is ralatlvely hiah negative correlation. 
nat is, the 1o .. i8as of II. (Variable 1) in analysis 1 are 
.773 aacl .370 ia factors 1 and 4. wl1e the loadings of PCR B. 
(Variable 8) are -.138 and -.398. respectively. (analJBis I) • 
.... 001 and. -.040 (factors 3 ancl 4, anal,.sis II). It hacl 
bec preclicte4 that this relationship (11. with lIGR R) would 
hold up. It hact also been pre4tctecl that another factor 
could ba distiaguiahed fram whatever factors they 
re,res_ted: the Be factor was extracted. 
3. t\SBISSIT or CClmUBUTIOJIS OF SCALIS 
Dl !II I.Ait!lJ 
Several of the scales of the JIlP1 were quite similar 
and cou1ct have been elim1aate4. The,. were iDclucted laraely 
for the sake: of exploration. Scal.s 11 and 12 of the 'rAT did 
not operate too effectively. nes. are the Sc and Pd scales 
of Yuiliou. Coasequeatl7. a third scale for the TAT of 
"illtenaa1iaation" will be iatroducecl at s_e later ute with 
the hope that the Bc and ,.d scales would theretiJ be 
purlfie4. The strousest scale of the B-l( lOR evidently is 
the JG1l II (Vad.able 8). constructed by the author of that 
test to differentiate neurotics from normals. While the 
U-K PGR in general did aot coatribute to the factor analysis 
lOS 
as powerfull,. as .i. the MKPl ancl the TAT (see the 
"COIDInunalitles", Table 3), still variable 6, 7 and 10 as 
well as 8 were of some value in identification of the 
factors extracted. the use of these new scales in this 
Qa17.!.s can lead to a future dnelopment of the B-1'. iGJl as 
an ever more accurate instrument. 
4. !PIPSlI!A!1! '4. 
'the linldag of "repression" with "ps7chopathic 
deviationlt reallJ isntt too far fetebe. notionallJ, so 
that the joinillg of the scales in this analysis auG the 
identification of the factor (factor R or Pd) as one or 
the other _y be consi4ered. leaitlmate. ''I.epressionlf 114, 
be tbouaht of as a aetho. of protectilll a person from full 
awareness of tapulses that she would prefer to deny. If the 
!apulse is denied. rather full" we have the mach_ism of 
repression. Suppression, in contrast, 1s considered to be 
more rational G. conscious. Now, the delinquent airl is 
impulsive, more often thaa. act. So it would be expecteo 
that .. e of this impulsivity woulo be "repressed. n and 
that a group noteworthy for poorly guided tmpulse would 
1'IUUl1fest considerable "repression." 
S. WlLSB'S U It; n AS SCHlZOm; MUtTI 
In treating Welsh' s A fa.ctor as the Schizoid factor, 
1()9 
but the naming comes closer to the meaning of the Sc scale 
(part of variable 2) of the MMPI which has a high loading 
in Factor A of. ''Sc''. and to the etiological naming by 
Arieti (1959): "Schl=ophreni& is a specific reaetlon to 
an extreme state 2! anxiety, origit'lated in childhood and 
reactivated later in life by psychological factors." 
6. IftD1W.,lZING AID ITS QIOUNDDG DI 
''ZSTP'fA%19!!" 
To find the internalizing, self-blaming, highly 
sensitive factor to be fairly clearly distinguished from 
theorists. It was postulated here because it was considered. 
as a consequent if a persot'l were to cOtlsbtatly estimate 
situations as dangerous and life as difficult and herself as 
respot'l8ible to the ext~e. thus the importance of 
theorizing carefully, and the apecial contributiot'l which 
"estimation" makes towards the formation of the present 
hypotheses become underlined and eaphasiced by the rather 
clear cut results. 
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v. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 
1. THREE "ESTIMA.TlVE" DIMENSIONS OF PATHOLOOI 
It was proposed that persons ma.nage poorly in the tace ot 
d1ft1eulties u same ODe of t~e _.101" W&7s, and that through the 
tact 01" _l78is ot 19 Yariables in three personality test., the 
MMPI, the H-K PaR and the TAT, the e.xtrapu.natift, 1ntrapunitive and 
1mpunative tendencies postulated by Rosenswig oould be olearly 
delineated. Because the approach wu made on a. broader basi. than 
that ot Rosens~iB, namely I reacting in the tace ot d.1fficultie. 
ia pl&C4t ot "reaction to frustration" anti estimation in place ot 
"apperception," the tactors hypothesized w~re those of p~chopath1c 
lack ot oontrol, internalizing selt-blame and sohizoid-apathy. 
2. OBLIQUE SIMPLE stRUCTURE THROUGH 'ACTOR ANALYSIS I AND II 
The oblique, s1aple struot"'" resulting from the lao\.or 
analysis yielded three independent taotors (0081nes were emall), 
with a fourth tact or that was interpreted as p~ss1ble "manic-
depress!.,." reaction. The oorrespondence of a tirst and. prel1.Jain-
a'1:7 tutor analTsis with the s.cond and more oonclusive analysis 
aided oonaiderabq in. the interpretation or the tactors. 
3. ASSESSMENT OF FACTORS IN PERSONS (Z SCORES THROUGH D !i'UNCTION) 
The .et1matiol'l of factors in persons vas attempted through 
Wle ot Fieher'. discriminant function. l>Jmploying discrimi,nant 
anal.ysis for three factors resul1;1ng from tne first factor analysis 
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(analysis I) and tor tour factors resulting trOll the second tact or 
analysis (-.17ais II), cases 0" persona possessing 'hese t&ctora 
or "loaded" in theJll were detinite17 distir-&U1shed from ot.her cases 
(t.-tests were sign1ticant, beyond the 0.01 level) and were assigned 
factor I scores. The delinquent. girls, ma.king up about halt ot 
t.he sample of sixV 70UDg women, were shown to po ..... the .. fact.ol'8 
ot u.la~u.t.Nent ill hiaher pzooport.iOll, upeciaUT in the anxatT 
or .chiloid tactor and vheIl the ambiguity of the fourth tactor vae 
b1"OUCht iDt.o con.ideration. Thta estimation or tact.ora in the per-
sons ot this .ample through means of the di.criminant. ~si. thu. 
led. t.o a oont1rm4tion of the earlier 1nterpret.atiOll of factors and 
to the inoep'lcm ot a aalt.i-dimensional soaling. 
k. POOR ADJUS'I'MENT IN THREE MlJOR WAYS BORNE OUT 
It. could. be oonoluded that, thl'OUCh the tact.or analya1e or 
t.he MHP r, the H-K FOR and the T';T I employing 19 variable. and wit.h 
.oores deri'Yed !rom the testing ot sixty YOUDI WOMB as .ubjeot.s, 
people 11\ the tace at difficulties, 1£ they do not adapt. appropriate. 
11', adjust poorlT 1n three major, characteristic ways. (1) they 
deny the d1ttloulty and in consi8tent~ d.oing so live in a world. 
ot dna and. apathyJ (2) they impulsive:q act out or 8118818 1a 
rub, agress1ve behavior, akin to the psychopathJ or (.3) they 
t.va the ditfioult7 aga1nat theme.lves, to in~rnaliz. the blame, 
and. end 1a pessiaiet1c attitudes. Perhaps there is another minor 
uladj1l8t.Dt. manit.sted through the tactor anal¥ais which cO\lid be 
kntativeq ident.ified as manic-dapression. Thus the hypotheses 
haw b.en confirmed. 
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